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SAN TA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA

VOL. 44.

N. M., SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 1907.

IE,

NO. 32.

I

The bill was read the first
FOREST SUPERVISOR
and second time by title and referred MINER
TALK
PLUNGED
WATERS
DESTROYS
KNEIPP PROMOTED
to the Committee on Judiciary.
until
to
moved
Mr. Miera
adjourn
Made Inspector of Reserves With
Monday at 10 a. m. This motion was
amended by Mr. Dalies for a ten minHeadquarters at Denver His
E
DEATH
ES
IDENT
HEL ICON HALL
Successor Named.
ute's recess, which motion prevailed
and the Council went into recess.
It was ten minutes to 6 o'clocfcwhen
Leon F. Kneipp, supervisor of the
the Council was
by
Pecos River, Jemez and Taos Forest
President Spiess.
Reserves, with headquarters in Santa
SinThe Committee on Judiciary, Mr.
Fe, has been officially notified of his
Dalles, chairman, reported favorably
ve
promotion to be a forest Inspector,
House Bill Number 178, an act to
and the change will probably become
abolish the office of public printer and
effective April 1. Mr. Kneipp will be
for other purposes. The bill bore a
assigned to the Colorado District
number of amendments which were
which embraces all of Colorado and
read and adopted following the adopparts of Kansas, Nebraska, South DaE
WITH
REGARDED
75
MISTRUST kota, North Dakota, Montana, Wyom- AN
KILLS.
tion of the report of the committee.
OF
ens
Mr. Dalles then moved the passage of
ing and Utah, with headquarters at
the bill after it had been read the
Denver. Mr. Kneipp has been Identithird time In full as amended and the
with the forestry service since
By Western OfficialsBe-lieve- d fied
In German Coal Mine AcOne
1900. He was advanced from ranger Caused Conflagration
bill passed the Councl by a vote of 8
Many Buildings Ruined, Mills
to
Be
to
Affair
cident Attributed
to
forest
Morgan
two
about
ayes, 4 nays, those dissenting being
Man
Burned
Proto
supervisor
Death
years
Covered With Mud and
Mr. Duncan, Sulzer, Sargent
and
being transferred from Pre9Cott,
Fire Damp.
Speyer Sees Roosevelt. ago,
minent Authors Hurt.
Thousands Made Idle.
Miera.
to
Santa Fe. When he asArizona,
Mr. Stockton asked that the rules
sumed charge of the local office, the
New York. March 16. The "Herald Pecos reserve was the only one in his
be suspended for the purpose of takSaarlouis, Rhenish Prussia, March
AlleKnglewood, N. .1., March 10. HeliPittsburg, Pa., March
miners were ining up House Bill Number 220, an act MS Twenty-twtoday says that while at the confer- Jurisdiction then in existence. He ex- con Hall, the home of
are
Rivers
and
Upton SinMonongahela
gheny
Gerthe
at
ence
held
the
of
railroad'
this
commissionkilled
morning
the
to
in
presidents
two
leave
weeks for Wash- clair's
empowering
county
pects
stantly
was toIn their channels and the greatColony,
was
which
here
attended
ers of Colfax County to give to the hard coal mine. They were descend- back
yesterday,
ington, D. C, to spend a month there tally destroyed by fire early today.
a
Hood ever known here Is now
est
when
in
a
of
cage
the Pennsyl- In the office of the bureau of forestry
Sisters of Loretto the old court house ing one of the shafts
by Presidents McCrea
The blaze was preceded by an exploof history. Already the work
vania. Newman of the New York Cen- familarizing himself with his new duThis motion the cable broke near the top and the matter,
property at Springer.
sion which seemed to occur In the
from
debris
of
mud
the
and
removing
Mellen of the New Haven, and ties before assuming actual field work, ball
tral,
prevailed. The bill was read in full miners plunged down three hundred
room which was in the extreme
The mine Is the Hooded districts has been begun Hughltt of the Northwestern, it was at the advice of Chief Forester Clifand passed by unanimous vote.
feet to their death.
end of the building from the boiler
measures have been tak- dosided not to
In
to
Mr. Dalies moved to adjourn until owned by the Prussian government, and prompt
go
Washington
ford Pincbot. Mr. Kneipp will be suc- room. The flames
en to prevent the breaking out of an a
spread so rapidly
body, according to the suggestion of ceeded as supervisor of the three forest
Saturday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock. which has already begun an official
of the colonists had to
that
acepidemic
P. Morgan in his talk with the reserves In northern New Mexico
J.
The motion was lost.
Investigation Into the cause of the
by flee for their lives without having
Damage May Reach $20,000,000- Mr. Sulzer moved to suspend the cident.
President a few days ago. It is known Ross McMillan, who Is at present octime to save anything.
The damage to property and losses
.
Seventy-fiveone
at
Kills
rules and take up House Substitute
of
least
them
that
Fire Damp
however,
cupying a similar position In charge
One Burned to Death.
to business are conservatively esti has
An
16.
March
Bill
sent
a communication to Presi- of the Portales reserve. The Terrifor House
Number 31, an act relaForbach, Germany,
Lester
at. from $10,000,000 to $20,000,- mated
Briggs, of Providence, Rhode
In
a
dent Roosevelt asking for a personal tory embraced in the various forest
tive to classification of counties, etc. explosion caused by fire damp
OOfl.
The loss of life has not yet been Interview.
Island, the community carpenter, was
This motion prevailed. The bill was
mine at Kleinrosse Inn. near here
reserves
was
throughout the country
on the third floor. His escape was
but at least a
Mellen to See President.
read the third time in full and passed last night, resulted In the death of definitely ascertained
recently divided Into six Inspection cut off and he was burned to death.
of persons were drowned and
score
to
and
the Council by a vote of 12 ayes.
a
after
miners
the meeting, sent
injury
Mellen,
seventy-fivdistricts.
New Mexico, Arizona and
Several Hurt By Jumping.
are missing.
Mr. Miera moved to adjourn until twelve others. Six men are still miss- many more
message asking for tin appointment Oklahoma are Incorporated In one of
William Montague, professor of Phil
Made
idle.
Thousands
and is now awaiting President Roose- these districts and the district headMonday at 10 a. m. This motion pre- ing. The Immediate cause of the disology, at Columbia University, Miss
Few if any of the thousands of velt's answer. In railroad circles the
ssrs.
vailed by a vote of 8 ayes, 4
aster has not yet been established.
quarters will he established at Albu-- j Edith Summers, private secretary to
who have been thrown out
workmen
to
be
divided
to
as
opinion appears
Dalies, Martinez, Richards
querque.
Sinclair; Mrs. McGowan Cook, writer
of employment will be able to resume the wisdom of its decision.
and Spiess voting nay.
of
short stories and Mrs. Henrietta D.
that It be made the special woik before Monday, .The mills are
tiou
except
Decision Looks Suspicious.
THE HOUSE.
Kimball, the Illustrator, were injured
order for Friday afternoon. Mr. Hell covered with mud, much cosily ma- ACT AUTHORIZING
Mr.
Harriman
38th Day Afternoon Session.
said
had
interno
he
from windows.
wanted to make it a special order for cVrery is damaged beyond repair and est in the movements of
March 15.
the four men
ISSUANCE OF BONDS by jumping
at 7:30, but withdrew scores, of buildings will have to be
evening
Friday
Caused Explosion.
Gas
to
no
2
as
and
the advisability
Immediately upon convening at p. a motion to that effect when Mr.
opinion
ctiull
An Investigation showed that the
of the proposed conference. ' The of- For
m. the House resolved Itself Into a
of
the
Construction
the
of
at
Buildings
insisted. The report
300 Driven From Homes.
explosion was the result of leaking
ficials of the Western roads regard it
committee of the whole. Mr. Beach Padilla
Military Institute and Insane
committee was adopted, the bill was
March 16. Three as a Morgan affair.
Ohio,
Ironton,
gas.
in the chair and resumed consideras
Asylum and Armories.
read In full the third time. Mr.
hundred people were driven from their
Colony Short Lived.
Financier Talked With President. '
tion of House Substitute for House
bill
the
of
moved the passage
homes here today when the Ohio
ColoD. C, March
Sinclair's
Bill Number 107, known as the Gen16.
Washington,
Upton
for the "previous question" River reached a stage of 50 feet. The James
Delegate W, H. Andrews lias kindof
was
firm
October
the
last
and
established
eral Educational Bill. The bill was and called
Speyer,
of
ny,
Speyer
The roll was river Is still rising at the rate of two &
furnished the New Mexican the ofto prohibit debate.
financiers of New 'York, ly
Included a number of educators and
taken up section by section and conficial copy of the law passed by the
bill passed by a vote of inches per hour and a stage of 5S feet hadCompany,
and
the
called
an interview with President
men and women engaged in literary
sidered. The bill as previously stated
Those dissenting is expected.
13 ayes, 9 nays.
Congress validating the
Roosevelt today. Air. Speyer declined
consists of a revision of the present
pursuits.
Biernof
Colfax,
Messrs. Abbott
Assembly auto itimate In any wav the nature of act of the Territorial
Preferred Drowning to Burning.
Hehool laws. Its principal feature is being
an
of
bonds
for
Issue
Hudspeth,
Holt,
the
Herrera,
thorizing
Green,
baum,
the election of county school superinWheeling, W. Va., 1arch 16 Eight the interview, but it Is presumed it
construction of buildings at the New SANTA FE REAL
and AValtcrs.
tendents with qualifications along ed- Ruppe, Studley
persons are known to have lost their touched on the financial situation.
conMexico Military Institute at Roswell;
unanimous
was
Mr. Holt
given
in
a
of
the
the
as
result
fire
With
lives
in
today
Is
lines.
President.
ucational
This
embodied
ESTATE ACTIVE
Speyer Agrees
Insane Asylum at East Las Vegas;
the
to explain his vote. He said ho
sent
ComWarwick
Rumor
of
the
I
has gained currency that he
Pottery
Section Number 18, which provides
to examine the bill plant
the
Mesllla
at
time
had
College
not
had
Agricultural
pany in the flooded district. With the President has prepared an Important
that to be eligible to such an office,
Changing Hands as
Park, and armories at Las Vegas and Considerable
did not know Its provisions, and
-exception of Watchman Holmes, all letter bearing upon his attitude to
the candidate to be elected, must first and
8hown By Deed Books In Probate
wns
he
Is
As
act
the
of
been
not
debated,
it
had
since
great
were Syrians and were drowned by wards the railroad corporations. The Albuquerque.
hold a teachers' certificate not less
Clerk's Office. '
constrained to vote "no."
V'
rumor further asserts that this letter imgortance to the people of New
leaping into the flood. than a first grade county certificate;
on
t
The repovt of the Committee
was talked over betwen the President Mexico, the New Mexican here
Still Rising at Cincinnati.
must have resided in New Mexico five
That there is considerable activity
the same in full, Which reads:
and County Lines, making no
Ohio, March 16. The and Speyer and that. the sentiments
Cincinnati,
years and have taught school in that County
An Act to validate certain acts of at present In Santa Fe realty Is Indirecommendations relative to House Ohio River continued to rise last night
"'.
expressed therein had met Speyer's
time.
the Legislative Assembly of the cated by the lai'ge number of warDill Number 49, an act to divide San and there is no indication of any imrumors
These
could
he
not
approval.
The first discussion arose, however, Miguel County aud create Garfield
Territory of New Mexico with ref- ranty deeds recorded during the past
flood which confirmed.
from
relief
the
mediate
when Mr. Biernbaum wanted to amend
erence to the Issuance of certain few days In the office of the probate
County, was read and adoped. Mr. has crept over the lowlands and Into
Nothing to Give Out.
Section 10 so that the superintendent Holt offered an amendment providing
clerk of Santa Fe County. They are
bonds.
the cellars. The crest of tire flood
President RoosoVelt, It Is said, has
of public Instruction Bhould be elect- that the act
new
the
county
creating
Be It enacted by the Senate and as follows:
will arrive tomorrow and it seems cer a memoranda
ed at the general election for a term be null and void unless ratified by a
concerning his attitude House of
George E. Ellis and wife, Nettie S.
the
will
Representatives of the Unithe
river
tain
sixtythat
pass
upon the railroad situation which he
of two years.
Mr. Abbott of Santa
In Congress as- Ellis, to Board of Home Missions of
States
of
America
special election within 90 days after foot mark and perhaps go higher.
ted
has shown to some friends, but Sec
Fe, who took a strong stand on edu- its passage by the taxpayers of San
That the act of the Thlrty-fnurt- h Presbyterian Church, lots 4 and 5, In
Water Reaches 58 Feet.
retary Lneb said It would not be made sembled,
cational advancement said such a pro- Miguel County. The amendment was
17. Consideration,
Legislative
Assembly of the block 29, precinct
noon the water had reached 58 public.
At
Following the visit of Speyer
vision would defeat the very objects
of New Mexico entitled "An $2,400.
adopted, Mr. Dennlston offering a sim- feet and was steadily rising.
At to the White House
Territory
of the bill's purpose by making a poli- ilar one for the election to be held
today the Presi
Luis Tafoya to Desiderlo Cordova,
West dent talked with Senator Crane of act providing for additional buildings
of Parkersburg,
tical "jackpot" of our whole education only In the city of East Las Vegas and points south
for the New Mexico Military Insti- Rodolfo Cordova & Company, propliver
the
it
that
is
reported
Virginia,
It
Massachusetts
is
and
believed
the
mat
al system. Mr. Holt settled the
the town of Las Vegas. Mr. Holt then
to rise today. . At noon the financial and railroad situation was tute at Roswell," approved February erty In precinct 4. Consideration,
ter quickly by adding that unfortunate- moved the passage of the bill. The continued
20th, 1901, and the act of the same
local
forecaster said:
river
discussed.
ly New Mexico was still a territory and vote by
was 10 ayes, 13 nays,
Simon Segura and Ursula Sanches,
Assembly and session entitled "An
'There will be five feet or more n Mellen Telegraphs President.
the superintendent of public instruc- the bill being defeated. Those votact providing for additional buildings to Tlrcio Padilla and Manuel Sanches,
at
Cincinnati on Sunwater
dltlonal
the
toy
tion could only be appointed
President
Mellen
of the
New for the New Mexico Insane Asylum at property In precinct IS. Consideraing in opposition to the bill were:
The river will continue to risd
Governor. Mr. Biernbaum made a Messrs. Aldrlch, Biernbaum, Dennis-ton- , day.
Haven
railroad
has
telegraphed Las Vegas," approved March 21st, tion, $45.
or
until
Tuesday."
possibly
Monday
to
the
House
White
plea for his amendment on the
asklnir 1901, and the act of the same AssemHudspeth, Lucero,
Gallegos,
Factories Forced to Close.
Antonio Segura and wife, Juanlta
for an interview with
grounds of "home rule."
President bly and session entitled, "An act to M. de
Mullens, Ruppe,
Mirabal, Moran,
The flood conditions began to be
Segura, to Miguel Baca, prop-ertMr. Hudspeth and Mr. Ruppe also Studley, Walters and Mr. Speaker.
felt more severely as the waters Roosevelt. He will he here next Tues- provide for the Issue of bonds for the
In precinct 4. Consideration, $50.
Mellen is one of the four rail- New Mexico College of Agriculture
day.
A message from the Council was respoke opposing such an amendment.
Pedro Muniz to J. S. Candelario,
steadily crept towards the
When Section 18 was reached Mr. ceived announcing the passage of mark. An Increasing number of f .e road officials mentioned by ,T. P. Mor aud Mechanic Arts," approved March property in
precinct 17. Consideraact
an
so
that House Bill Number 165,
for the torles were forced to close and busi gan after his Interview with the Presi- 21st, 1901, and Chapter 53 of the acts
Biernbaum wanted to amend It
$50.
tion,
of the Thirty-fiftpersonal business and moral integrity settlement of disputed accounts of ness houses on Water Street and at dent last Monday,
Legislative AssemBenito Romero, Francisco Romero,
of public officers and Council Bill Num- the river ends of the north and south
would be the chief requirements
bly of said Territory of New Mexico, et al., to Bartolo Varela, property In
W.
E.
and
to
school
Martin,
ber
120,
superintendents
county
entitled "An act creating two armory
thoroughfares were forced to abandon WOULD CALL NEW
precinct 5. Consideration, $93.
that a first grade certificate would not for amount? paid out to doputy clerks. their
boards of control and providing for
S. de Gallegos and
STATE ARIMEXICO the construction of armories In the Maxlmlana
He said there were
Mr. Dennlston then moved to susbe necessary
G. de Ortiz, to Juan Canahan,
the
many good men who were amply qual- pend the rules and
cities of Las Vegas and Albuquerque,
In precinct 3. Consideration,
Sensational Rumor of Wail Street and authorizing an ls,sue of bonds property
ified to fill such a position and who vote by which House Bill Number 49 MILLION DOLLAR
$60.
would
From
voters
The
members
who
Sent
not
Out
been passed.
were desired by the
had
Washington
BLAZE IN LONDON
therefor," be, and .each of said acts
Jesus Maria Lopez and his wife,
Full of
be barred. He also feared that this sec were tired and a number of them had
hereby Is, approved, ratified, validat- Maria Facunda
Abeyta de Lopez, to
tion would legislate out of office many left their seats. The Speaker ordered Three Big Warehouses In Industrial
confirmed.
and
ed,
and Emilia Sierra, propMartin
Lopez
'Another
to bring them in,
of the present county superintendents. the sergeant-at-ami- s
recent
and
1907.
very
March
2,
interesting
Approved
Center Wiped Out Wind Caused
erty In precinct 15. Consideration,
s
Wall Street rumor has been sent out
Mir. Abbott of Santa Fe, replied that as a
vote was necessary to
Flames to Spread.
$10.
was
would
motion
from
It
The
is Indeed inter- GRAND JURIES MAKE
the present
Washington.
superintendents
suspend the rules.
it
Is
so
if
but
uiisnot be legislated out of office under then lost by a vote of 14 ayes, 10 nays.
of
full
true,
MONDAY.
Miguel Esqulbcl y Montoya and
esting
REPORTS
FINAL
ware
16.
Three
March
big
Loudou,
wife, Simonita M. de Esqulbel, to
The following new bills were Intro- houses In the Finshury district, Lon- statements and misrepresentation of
the provisions of the bill but he stood
Samuel H. Tedford, property in prefirm on the grounds that educational duced by unanimous consent:
don's busiest industrial center, were facts that not much reliance can be
The United States and Territorial
15. Consideration, $75.
House Bill Number 230, by Mr. San- - gutted by fire this morning. The loss placed on Its statements. The dispatch! district
qualifications were needed to make
courts reconvened at 10 cinct
Florence E. Luckenbach to James C.
the office effective.
ches, of Taos, an act providing for the is about $1,000,000. The fire started reads:
R.
John
o'clock this morning, Judge
A. McCon-very- ,
There Is a fierce and wild announce McFie
"Do you gentlemen know," he add appointment of deputy clerks of dis- in the premises of Cox & Company.
e McConvery and wife, Mary
presiding, and Clerk A. M.
ConIS.
in
ment
Wall
about
of
property
the
Street
precinct
faned, "that New Mexico is at the bot- trict courts. The bill was read the hat manufacturers.
plans
The flames,
at his post. There being no
and cases for trial in either court today sideration, $1.
tom of all the states in the country first and second time by. title and or- ned
a strong wind, jumped across for joint statehood of Arizona
by
on the point of illiteracy. Its a fact dered printed and referred to the Com- the street and enveloped the estab New Mexico.
Annie Graham McKenzie to Percy
adjournment was taken until Monday.
mittee on Judiciary,
Governor Kibbey of Arizona, is to be Tha TTiilfprl States and Terrltoral F. Knight and wife, Minnie Gradwohl
and the shame is ours."
Company,
lishment of the Maximo
House Bill Number 231, by Mr. Holt, wood turners and spread to .the ad ousted. He has always opposed joint
In precinct IS. Con
Mr. Holt made an eloquent speech
grand jurles wllI make thelr flnal re Knight, property
for educational qualifications on the an act relative to municipal corpora- joining warehouse of Greet & Com siurenoou, as ne nupes w De ante w
ftttel. which they will sideration, $1.
Mon(,ft
He tions. The bill was read the first and
live In that country after he Is out ofjoe
part of county superintendents.
pany, shoe manufacturers.
discharged.
a job. Somehow and In some way he
spoke feelingly on the necessity of ed- second time by title and ordered
BLIND INSTITUTE
Is to be ousted by President Roose-- '
ucating the next generation of chil- printed and referred to the Committee
c a M B R I DG E DEFEATS
FAST TRAIN INTO
dren as well as the present one. This on Judiciary.
DOING FINE WORK
velt, the only power that can do the
OXFORD IN ANNUAL RACEHouse Bill Number 232, by Mr. Ab
OPEN SWITCH job. ...
speech did much to quiet opposition
to Section 18. Other members of the bott, of Santa Fe, an act requiring a
Governor Hagorman of New Mexico
Putney, England, March 16. The Pupil Being Taught Different Trades
He has;
House spoke in favor of this section. docket to be kept In probate courts. Atlantic Express on Grand Trunk Rail. Is to continue to
Music Plays Important Part In
hoat Tae wween
Qnrth
Mr. Hudspeth in particular said that The bill was read the first and second
School Work.
always been "right" with the Presl- - crew8 representing the Universities of
way Collides With Freight Train
$100 a year was enough pay for any time by title and ordered printed and
neni aim wnn nis long necessity ior 0jford and Cambridge was rowed todav
Many Passengers Hurt.
on Judifor
school superintendent
simply referred to the Committee
invading the arid region he retains; over the tlsftl
from Putney to
News from the Institute for tho
A
".
keeping his accounts and signing war ciary.
Detroit, Mich., March 10 The At his St. Louis only and original infiu- Moreiake a distance of about four and Blind at Almagordo Is to the effect
Bill
House
Number 233, by Mr. Gal lantic
rants.
h
They must have educational
n w tho flam. that matters there are In
ml1o
Express on the Grand Trunk ence. He continues for joint state- -' ,,
very fine
qualifications," he said, "or their work legos, an act with reference to land Railway ran Into an open switch at hood and is loudly cheered by Walljbrldge crew, The tlme wag 2u min- - shape and that Superintendent S. H.
is in vain." This section was then grants and for other purposes. The Bancroft, Michigan, today and struck oire(, on cerium iiaim names, nell,;c: utes and 26 seconds.
Gill and his two assistant teachers are
adopted. The balance of the bill was bill was read the first and second time a freight train. Five persons were ne will not ne ousted by president
doing great work for the blind chil
"and
Mr.
title
a
It
by
Gallegos wanted
two perhaps fatally. Roosevelt
adopted without opposition, only
BANK CASHIER DISAPPEARS
dren at the institute. Several of the
Injured,
severely
read
full
in
for .information.
.Mr. A number of other passengers receiv
few minor and satisfactory
changes
As to the plan:
Kibbey is to be
Mexican children who, when they
$130,000 SHORTAGE DISCOVERED
'
Beach and Mr. Holt Interposed objec
being made in Its text.
ed minor Injuries but were able to ousted by Roosevelt aud Roosevelt put
Berlin, March 16. Cashier Speyer went there six months ago did not unsome
tions
after
Gal
Mr,
and,
debate,
In a decoy governor to draw the pay; of the Mueller Industrial Bank has derstand a word of
The Committee of the Whole at
proceed east on a later train.
English, are now
this new man "appoints" delegates to disappeared, leaving a shortage of speaking the English language very
5:30 o'clock arose and Speaker Baca legos withdrew his request. The bill
was
to
then
referred
the
Committee
a constitutional convention.
convened the House. Mr. Beach reSTOCK EXCHANGE
It Is believed he lost the well. The larger boys have learned
$130,000.
on Judiciary.
STILL IRREGULAR
of New Mexico, acts money in stock speculating. The bank
ported House Substitute for House
Hagerman,
and manufacture a very
Under, suspension of the rules,
Bill Number 107
favorably to the House
similarly. Thus a statehood conven- has so far successfully met the run good article which finds ready sale by
bill
Number
Mr.
213,
being
House from the Committee of the
New York, March 16 Brokers re tion Is boosted to act officially for the which was begun when the news of merchants and by those visiting the
Beach's bill for the creation of Pyra
WrhoIe, Upon motion of Mr. Abbott
ported a continuance of investment Wall Street end of It. Congress will the defalcation reached the depositors. Institute.-- Several of the girls have
of
out
a
of
mid
Grant
portion
County
further reading was waived and the
and very nice
learned
buying at the opening of the stock pass an enabling act under direction
bill passed without opposition upon County was taken up and read lu full market today but traders sold for and the new state of Arlmexlco will be ANOTHER RAISE FOR MEXI- baskets are being turned out by them
the
third
the
time,
following
adoption
of
Mr.
set
motion
admitted. This seems to be another
Holt, who did so much
CAN CENTRAL DISPATCHERS which also are easily sold. Music culs
profits and this caused a slight
of the report of the Committee on back. The list made a full
In Its defense.
.,
recovery, section of the simple life.
.
City of Mexico, March 16. The a great part In the education of the
lines
which
made
and
Couuty
County
Mr. Padilla moved to take up House
however, and prices became generally
Having so many members of the salaries of the train dispatchers on blind children. They take to it very
BUI Number 91, an act creating the no recommendation.
better than at the opening. The mar cabinet from New York City, It Is the Mexican Central Railroad "have naturally and have become quite proMr.Holt
.'
strenuously opposed the ket closed excited and Irregular, with thought that the state board governor been Increased $40 per month. This ficient In
County of Foraker from portions of
singing. The members ot
Union and Colfax, which had been creation of this county asserting that some sudden relapses In late dealings for Arizona will be appointed from the Is the second time that their wages the Board of Regents pay particular
on profit making, followed by some state ot Ohio under the direction of, have been advaaced In a comparative- - attention to the well being of the In.
reported by the committee on county
I
(Continued on Page Eight.) '
and county lines without recommend.!-- '
rallies.
stltutlon and visit It very often.
Secretary Tatt.
ly short tlmo.
of officials.

COUNCIL

5

CONFIRMS

10

BOARD NOMINEES

ecutive Session
DflYJH

HOUSE

Pyramid and Foraker Bills
Passed Educational Measure Was Accepted.
THE COUNCIL.
Afternoon Session.

Home of Upton
clair's
Co-Operati-

Colony

EXPLOIT

16.--T- he

38th Day

o

March 15.

Owing to committee meetings, the
Council did not convene until nearly
4:30 p. m. President Spiess In the
chair. The chaplain offered the Invocation and the chief clerk read the
roll all answering present.
Council Bill, Number 120 by Mr.
W. E.
Murray, an act to
Martin, clerk of the Third Judicial
District Court for expenses for deputy
hire, was read the first and second
time by title and in full on Its third
reading and passed the Council by
unanimous vote on motion of Mr. Murray
Upon motion of Mr. Sargent, seconded and carried, the Council then went
into executive session. Just previously a message from the House was received announcing the passage of
House Substitute for House Bill Number 31, relative to classification of
counties and salaries of county officials.
In executive

session, the Council
confirmed the following nominations
by the Governor:
Members of Board of Pharmacy:
For term ending March 19, 1901, G. S.
Moore of Roswell; for term ending
March 19, 1912, E. G. Murphy, of Las
Vegas.

fifty-fiv-

e

nays-Me-

Fifty-nint-

Members of Dental 'Board: C. N.
Ixird, of Santa Fe; M. J. Moran, of
Deming; L. E. Ervlen, of Albuquerque; Frank N. Brown, of Chaves
County; F. E. Olney, of Las Vegas.
Members Sheep Sanitary Board:
Solomon Luna, of Valencia
County;
Elza White, of Chaves County; H. W.
Kelly, of San Miguel County; Charles
Schleter of Union County, and Thomas D. Burns, Sr.; of Rio Arriba County.
Board of Regents of New Mexico
Mlitary Institute at Roswell: Nathan
Jaffa for term ending March 22, 1910;
E. A. Cahoon, for term ending
March 22, 1911.
of
, Members of Board of Regents
School of Mines at Socorro: Anlceto
C. Abeyta, of Socorro, for term ending
September 2, 1907; A. H, Hilton, of
Socorro, for term ending September
2, 1910; W. A, Fleming Jones, of Las
Cruces, for terra ending September 2,
1911.

Members of Board of Trustees Min
ers' Hospital at Raton; W. M. White,
of Colfax County for term ending
June 20, 1907, G. E. Lyons, of Colfax
County, term ending June 20, 1908;
Charles Tamme, of San Miguel County, term ending June 20, 1910; Marie
T. Van Houten, of Raton, term ending
June 20, 1911.
Members Board of Trustees New
Mexico Institute for the Blind at
R. H. Pierce, of Otero County, term ending August 8, 1910; George
C. Bryan, of Otero County, term ending August 8, 1911.
Members Board of Regents of Normal University at Las Vegas: J. M.
Cunningham, of San Miguel County,
term ending February 22, 1908; 0. A.
Iarrazolo, of Las Vegas, for term ending February 22, 1911; M. W. Browne
of San Miguel, for term ending February 22, 1911; Joshua S. Reynolds, of
Albuquerque, for term ending February 22, 1912.
Members Board of Trustees of Asylum for the Blind at Santa Fe: Grant
Rlvenburg, term ending July 22, 1910;
Benjamin M. Read, term ending July
22, 1911.

Members ofBoard of Regents of Insane Asylum at Las Vegas: B. D.
Black, of San Miguel County, term
Gort-neending September 2, 1908; W. E.
of Us Vegas, term ending September 2, 1911.
Members of Board of Regents of
New Mexico University, at Albuquer
que: E. S. Stover, of. Albuquerque,
term ending September 2, 1910, and
Frank W. Clancy, for term ending
September 2, 1911.
At 5 o'clock the executive session
arose and the Council was called to
order by President Spiess.
The following new bills were
duced: '
Council Bill Number 121, by Mr.
Martinez, an act to abolish the office
of coal oil inspector.
The bill was
read the first and second time by title
and ordered translated, printed and
referred to the Committee on Judi- - s.
clary.
Number 122, by Mr.
Bill
Conncil
Dalles, an act empowering school directors to sell lands not needed for
school purposes. The bill was read
the first and second time by title and
ordered translated, printed and referred to the Committee on Judiciary.
The Committee on Judiciary reported favorably House Bill Number
1C5, relative to the settlement of ac- counts of public officials. The bill was
read In full the third time and passed
the Council by unanimous vote.
Upon motion of Mr. Sulzer, seconded
and carried, the rules were suspended
to take up House Substitute for House
BUI Number 31, an act relative to the
classification of counties and salaries
r,
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ures recently issuer. To Coloradoans
the method of granting the "free use"
privilege is generally known. Forest
rangers first give to the settlers the
THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
dead and down timber that would be
MAX PROST, Editor.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
dangerous In the spread of fires
should they once got started. In case
the settler needs green timber for
Entered a Secoud Class Matter at the Santa Fe Poatofflce.
building purposes the ranger selects
be cut. In making
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION, .. Dally, six months, by mall
4.00 the trees that may
I .25 Dally, three months, by mall.,.. 2.00 this selection such trees are marked
Daily, per week, by carrier
as Interfere with the
1.00 Weekly, per year
2.00 for cutting
Dally, per month, by carrier
' Dally, per month, by mall
1.00 growth and development of better and
75 Weekly, six month
7.50 Weekly, per quarter
75 stronger trees. In this way the needs
Dally, one year, by mall
of the settlers are provided for and
the remaining trees become stronger
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
and of greater value through the proThe New Mexican ts the oldest ne wspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to cess. Where such restrictions are not
Urife anJ growing circulation enforced the settlers as well as the CAPTURE
POTRERO
VIEJQ
trory poatofflce In the Terrltor ana
imong the Intelligent and progressive peopie oi me Southwest
lumber companies pick out and cut
for use the choice trees, leaving the
small and poorly developed ones to Great
Victory for Spaniards
remain, while no effort is made to re
-Marked
End Indian SuIn
move the dead and fajlen trees.
this way the timber tracts are dissi
premacy New Mexico.
pated, while the settlers or lumber
smallest
the
receive
only
THE TRUTH ABOUT THE BUREAU are convicted of crime. They are giv- companies
The bloody events with wbich the
en an Incentive to be model prisoners possible amount of benefit.
OF IMMIGRATION.
1693 closed on the site of Santa
diffIs
whose
Bureau
year
unattended
of
the
the
by
work
keeping
Concerning
to the keepers. ANTIQUITIES NEAR SANTA FE. Fe had become tne signal of a par
of Immigration, the sentiment of the iculties or danger
Territorial press, namely of the news- Criminologists agree that the law for Near Santa Fe are a number of ac tial, still very formidable uprising of
papers that are decent, fair and pa- the punishment of evil doers Is only a cessible but lesser known ruins of the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico.
triotic Is universally favorable and means of protection for society; that Pueblo villages
whose excavation The storming of the Indian village,
on
recognizes the value and good work of the evil doer Is sentenced to the Pen- would throw considerable light upon which the Tanos had constructed
the Bureau, especially during the last itentiary, not so much to punish him the period of history just preceding the ruins of the old palace and over
the "plaza" of the Capital of New
few years.
The Orogrande Times, a as to remove him from mischief, to or at the coming of the Spanish
lirislit weekly newspaper published at reform him if possible. Given a defiSystematic effort should Mexico had been a military necessity.
the growing mining camp of Oro- nite incentive and promise of reward, be made to excavate these ruins, one Vargas, in delaying compulsory meas
grande, Otero County, In its last Is- many men will reform in prison, will of which has already yielded the ures against the treacherous Tanos,
sue makes editorial comment on the make an effort to fit themselves for Cole collection, the finest collection of only made matters worse. His lent
case which Is very pertinent and useful citizenship. Take away all in- Pueblo antiquities to be found in the ency toward the Pueblos, while being
centive and in many cases, the con- world. This collection is the property fully aware of their hostile intentions
timely. Says the Times;
"There has been talk, in some quar- vict becomes a sullen brute more of the New Mexico Historical Society and warlike preparations, proved to
ters, as to the value of the Bureau of dangerous to society after leaving and is exhibited In its museum in the be a grave mistake.
The Tehuas had been repulsed in
Immigration and the amount It has prison than he was before he entered. Old Palace. These villages to which
condemn reference is made, are situated on the their attempts to relieve their kindred
Modern penal authorities
cost the Territory.
"And the figures have been arrayed, undue severity in the discipline of Arroyo Hondo, just south of Santa from the pressure which the Spaniards
and set forth in such a manner that it convicts. But no matter what legisla- Fe; at Agua Fria, southwest of Santa brought to bear upon them during the
would appear that about all the board tors may think of the wisdom of sub- Fe, and at the American settlement of last days of December, 1693. They
in vain to raise the seige.
has to do is to draw a salary.
stituting modern methods in the pun- Tesuque, north of this city. They had tried
the Tanos were not only
that
Now,
railand
the
a
sites
matter
of
for
ancient
of
the
as
are
and
ishment
yet
fact,
upon
very
prisoners
keep
"That,
road companies, the land companies brutality of the dark ages, they have been definitely located by walls subdued, but nearly obliterated as a
sen- that jut out of the debris of centuries. tribe, the Tehuas abandoned the viland the like, are deriving a great ben- 3hould favor the indeterminate
efits from the advertising the board Is tence law for It does not prevent just At each of the three sites, pottery and lage of Tezuque, as well as the pu
doing, at great cost to the Territory.
punishment of those who have broken other remnants of the Pueblo civiliza eblos of Nambe, Pojoaque, Jacona,
"This is, admittedly, a fact.
the law; but besides providing for tion have been found but there have Cuyamungue, San Ildefonso and the
"Prosperity is general, and all par- just punishment it relieves the par been no systematic or extensive exca- Tanos, settled near Santa Cruz fol
doning power of much responsibili vations to preserve for future genera- lowed their example. All these Indians
ticipate in it.
"But the other side of the question ty, it gives the convict an Incentive tions the historic and archaeological congregated on the summit of the
the benefit the Territory derives to behave in prison and to subject material so near at hand. In fact, to Tuyo, or what is known to every infrom this advertising, is entirely over- himself to reformatory influences, and but few people are known the many habitant of New Mexico as the "Black
looked.
it Is in line with modern penal meth- historic and archaeologic places of In Mesa of San Ildefonso." The remark
"The railroad companies and the ods that are advocated by prison re- terest in the Immediate surroundings able resistance which, In this strong
land companies advertise continually, form associations and that have been of this Capital, ancient and historic position, they offered to the Spanish
in the course of the year 1694,
but they cannot do it under the au- successfully adopted in a number of in itself and placed in the midst of forces
surroundings that have been trod by will become the subject of a later con
thority of the Territory, and their penal institutions.
man from times immemorial and ex tribution of mine. For the present I
word does not carry with It the same
A
PALACE
NATIONAL
OLD
THE
on
statement
official
as
an
does
tending into the dim past long before shall only allude to the mode of operweight
ations resorted to by the Pueblos durMONUMENT.
historic records were kept.
the part of an authorized bureau.
ing this Insurrection.
The passage by the Council yester
"The literature sent out by the bu
The Tehuas of San Juan and Santa
reau of immigration has brought in a day of the resolution asking President DELGADO
STREET BRIDGE Clara
partly Joined the occupants of
vast number of people, from all over Roosevelt by proclamation under the
BE
SHOULD
BUILT.
the Black Mesa; partly they withdrew
the Union, and they have settled, not Lacey act to declare the Old Palace
No doubt the Board of County Com- to
the Jemez region. Of the Queres,
In one section, but generally all over at Santa Fe a national monument was
missioners at Its next meeting will those of
Cochitl, Santo Domingo, and
Jesired by all those who take an in take definite
the Territory.
steps for the construc"Their coming, and remaining, has terest In the history of the Territory tion of a modern bridge across tlri the remnants of the same stock from
San Marcos and the Cleniga (where
resulted In a substantial increase in and desire the preservation of the Santa Fe River on
Delgado Street. they had lived
together With the Ta
the assessed valuation of the various historic landmarks which abound, in No more, no less Is
the
from
expected
counties, and of the Territory. The New Mexico and of which the Old board. Not only as part of the pro- nos) scattered also. The Indians
from Cochitl retired to the summit of
revenues have increased, the agricul- Palace is the chief. There Is no doubt
gram to beautify the county seat, but the "Poterero VIejo," seven miles
tural and mining products, the manu- about the Governor signing the reso also as a measure of
safety, the build- northwest of their pueblo; the people
factured products and the like have lution and there is ground for the be
of this bridge is demanded. Three
ing
of Santo Domingo joined the Jemez;
lief that President Roosevelt will Ex
grown greater every year.
years ago the bridge upon this site the Taos and Picuries remained in
"Of course It is Impossible that any ercise the power vested in him by the was
Bwept away by a flood which left active insofar as
they sent but few
one should come in without the rail Lacey act to declare the Palace a na both banks
high and unprotected, a reinforcements to the tribes near
reads receiving revenue for it but, by tional monument in the keeping for menace to
team and every ped- Santa Fe. But
every
they dispatched runthe same token, the hotel keeper, the ever of the nation, to be maintained estrian
upon the street after dark. ners to the Pecos with messages tr
merchant and the outfitter, the vari by It for all times. There are several The restoration of this
bridge has rise In arms against the whites.
ous corporations and the business in such monuments throughout the Uni
been owing the taxpayers long beThese runners were unsuccessful In
ted States, two of them in New Mexi- fore this, and further
terests, all participate in the profit
delay would their mission. Of the distant westand the Territory is the richer. And co, Inscription Rock and Pueblo Bonl- - be
without
It
entirely
justification,
r
as the
becomes a producer to. With time, these national monu would be almost criminal. Work on ern pueblos, like Acoma, Zunl and the
of wealth the Territory is the gainer.
Moquls, a few young men (It Is still
ments will become places of pilgrim- the Galisteo Street
bridge is nearlng uncertain) may have
"The more money the railroads age to thousands of tourists every
joined the hos
completion and the builders who also
make, the more miles of railroad they year. But aside from this, New Mexi constructed the College and Don Gas- - tiles, but the tribes, as such, remained
will construct but first there must be co, and Santa Fe in particular, will
tral, or at least preserved a quiet atpar Avenue bridges, will be ready In
therefore,
Vargas
had,
population to sustain the railroads, derive great material benefits from a few weeks to go to work upon the attitude
against him properly, only the Tehuas,
and that can only be obtained by Im- the transfer of the Old Palace from Delgado Street
bridge if they are given Taos, Picuries, Jemez, and a
portion of
migration, and nobody is better pre the Territory to the United States. the opportunity, and in view of their
pared to carry on that work than an Upon the ground of economy alone, it acceptable work in the past at aston the Queres. Had those pueblos united,
they could have opposed to the Span
will certainly prove justifiable, for the
authorized, recognized board.
ishingly moderate cost, they certainly ish commander and his small forces
"The trouble with the Board of Ira maintenance of the Old Palace Is cost- should bo
given this chance.
at least one thousand warriors In one
migration, as we see it, Is not In the ing the Territory more than the revebody. But of concerted action there
amount of money it has expended, but nue derived from it, especially, if It
THE
TERRITORIAL
PUBLIC LANDS was no thought.
Each group acted
in the amount It has not expended.
is to be maintained In good repair,
SHOULD NOT BE 80LD.
"The wonder Is that it has managed which it Is not at present. Worth
Independently, and thus exposed itself
House Bill 101 providing for man to the danger of defeat in detail.
to give the publicity it has, for the more than all other considerations,
school lands,
amount appropriated to Its use.
will be the realization of the project aging the Territorial
Still, it must be acknowledged that
"The thousands who are pouring to give the custodianship of the build- seems to have for Its object the sim the strategy of the Indians, which con
into the Territory, have read the liter ing to the American Institute of plifying of tho managing of these slsted In occupying several formidable
ature printed under the authority of Archaeology, which proposes to es- lands and the giving to the commis defensive positions by small bodies
the board and have been so Im- tablish in it its first distinct and sep- sioner oi puniic lanrta such powers which could always retreat to the
pressed with It, that they are becom arate school of American Archaeology. that there will be less friction. It cover of natural fortresses, was by
of gives him additional help in the office no means illy devised. Had Vargas
ing citizens of this Territory.
What prestige the establishment
"And an Increased amount of money the school will give to Santa Fe and and for classifying and caring for the not possessed auxiliaries of the same
spent along this line, will mean a fur to the commonwealth of which it Is lands in an expert way. He has long kind as bis opponents, It Is not im
With this possible that he would not have been
ther and more rapid increase In the the Capital, is
for every needed such assistance.
population of the Territory for it person, and there are many, who Is additional help a strong leasing sys driven out of New Mexico or crushed.
brings to us men of means, who have interested In American Archaeology, tem can be built tip that will some day His soldiery consisted of not over
the money with which to carry on and who desires instruction in Its be a great thing for the Territory.
one hundred and fifty men, and he
The bill, however, should be amend could
their improvements.
scientific aspect or to consult the
place in the field besides about
Had the
great archaeological library that will ed so that all lands that Congress a hundred armed settlers.
THE INDETERMINATE SENTENCE be established in connection with the gave to New Mexico schools and edu hostile Pueblos presented themselves
cational
institutions
shall
LAW.
be
with
In one body they would have stood
school, or to see the unique archaeo
A measure that should have been logical museum that Is partly In exist- drawn from the market and not sold, but a slight chance against so many
enacted by the Legislature, was re- ence already, will come to Santa Fe. but leased. It Is not good policy to European warriors who, in addition to
committed by the House because its This being also the center of the most sell them in their present undeveloped their superiority in firearms Of small
members were not fully posted as to it? interesting and most extensive archae- state. Ten to twenty years from now size, could bring to bear upon them
portent. The bill provides for a sys- ological field in the United States, will when the great southwest will be set- six small pieces of artillery. In the
tem of punishment for criminals that induce tourists and students to visit tled, these lands will have values that open field the Indians undoubtedly
this part of the Territory, not only for will be surprising. The Territory can would have been routed and correhas been adopted by the most
commonwealths and nations. a stay of a few minutes or hours, but lose nothing by waiting a few years spondingly weakened at the outset.
"The Indeterminate Sentence Law" as to remain here weeks and months to and by waiting it will gain an lm By compelling Vargas to take the ofit is called, Is very simple In its prin- view the wonders which the establish- mense profit through the rentals and fensive against several positions at
considerable distance apart, the Indiciple and therefore not difficult to un- ment of this school will advertise increased values.
ans compensated to a certain extent
derstand. It merely provides that the more widely than they have been ad
A modern school building In Pre for their own weakness by compelling
judge sentencing a convicted felon, vertised thus far.
But rising above a view of material clnct No. 18, Bhould be erected before the Spanish commander to divide his
imposes a minimum sentence that Is
definite just as at present, and a advantages, lofty sentiment will cer- the next school term opens. The small forces. They knew that Varmaximum sentence that is not definite tainly approve declaring the famous funds for this purpose are available, gas could not afford to wait, and pabut the execution of which depends Old Palace a National Monument and the building Is needed,, it would prove tient waiting in order to gradually exupon the behavior of the convict making It a center from which will of benefit to the city generally and tenuate the foe is one of the most
while in prison. In other words, a spread knowledge of the antiquities the Board of Bducaion has very little dangerous tactics to which the Indian
excuse to postpone the building of the Is wont to resort.
man for instance, convicted of cattle of the Southwest.
The rebels knew that the Spaniards
promised and much needed structure
stealing, instead of being sentenced,
as he might be at present, to three BENEFITS OF FOREST RESERVES- - any longer. This ward having more lacked food. As for themselves, they
Forest reserves are very beneficial resident taxpayers than any other, Is had provided abundantly for the year
years in the Penitentiary, is sentenced
to imprisonment ' from two to five In more respects than one, although without any school building whatso In each and every place to which they
and deyears. The minimum sentence of two livestock owners, that Is, cattle grow- ever, and Its people ask nothing more resorted for concentration
years he must serve, no matter what ers, and sheep and goat raisers, do than fair treatment from the Board of fense. No crops could yet have been
the circumstances, but the remaining not view them with too much favor, Education which has placed the mag raised by the Spanish settlers, who
three years of the maximum sentence especially In New Mexico and Arizona. nificent High School building In Pre- were but a few months, and in winter
he may serve In part, or not at all, or That ultimately forest reserves are cinct No. 17; has built a modern at that, In this country. Aa that Varschool during the past year In Pre gas could rely upon at the time were
altogether, just as a proper board may bound to prove of very great benefit
determine from his conduct In the to the sections of country in which cinct No. 3, and has renovated the a few Indian stores which he might
school building In Precinct No. capture In forays. He had over
Penitentiary during the first two they are located, has been well estab- - brick
eight
s
While lished, and Is even not doubted by the 4, ultimately to be replaced by a mod- hundred people to feed,
vears of his imprisonment.
ern
structure,
Precinct
of
leaving
only
whom
Is
necreserve
were
of
the forest
This
very simple, the
present enemies
this principle
No, 18 without public Bchool facilities. compelled him to
speedily take the
essary legislation may appear more policy, and they are many and' bitter,
offensive, and against natural posicomplicated for It affects all statutory In viewing the benefits to be derived
The comlns year, according to con- tions of unusual strength, defended
penalties which must be therefore al-- ; from forest reserves, the Pueblo
tered either directly or Indirectly toy. Chieftain, In a recent Issue brings out tractors, will see even more building by forces numerically superior to
the ''one special thing that may be of small at Santa Fe than the Dast two nr throe those which he could bring Into action,
a general statute authorizing
years. Surely. Santa for he never could place In the field
Judge of any trial court to Impose such consequence generally, but la of great
benefit to settlers living on or near Fe Is wide awake from its letharev of more than a portion of his men; the
indeterminate sentence.
Law reserves. The Chieftain remarks that some years ago and Is overcoming dif remainder had to foe left at Santa Fe
The Indeterminate Sentence
ficulty after difficulty that formerly to guard that place with its settlers
provides for an automatic system of settlers living In the vicinity of
and pardons that has a pow-- ernment forest reserves received as successfully impeaea the march of and their families agalns surprise.
erful influence In remoulding the
gift timber valued at $75,000 during progress, but which can stay the city's Should he march against the Tehuas
with his full armament, the Queres
character of those unfortunates waoittia.'past year, according to official fig- - growth and advancement no longer.
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and Jemez might pounce upon his defenseless basis of operations. In case
he moved against the Queres, the Tehuas were sure to fall upon Santa Fe
at once. His position was. therefore.
by no means an enviable one. and the
division of forces on the part of the
hostiles, while a military error Inherent to Indian organization and nature,
became, in a certain senna, nn eifmnt
of strength for the Indians And a
source of great danger to the whites.
Fortunately for the latter, thev stood
not alone. Several pueblos, not con.
tent with remaining neutral, espoused
tne Spanish cause and becamn lnvni.
uable allies and auxiliaries In the dan
gerous warfare then pending.
Southeast of Santa Fe the tribes nf
Pecos openly declared Its allegiance
to the Spanish cause, furnished warriors and contributed to hold In check
the Taos and Picuries by watchine
their movements 1" the high Sierras.
Southwest of Santa Fe three villages
of the Queres San FillDe. on the Rio
Grande; Santa Ana, and Cia, on the
Jemez River also remained faithful.
Already, previous to the second In- asion by Vargas, these Puehina hA
exposed themselves to thn nnimnoitv
of their kindred by proving their faithfulness to the promises made In 1692.
Now, when, the year after, these
promises were reiterated, it increased
tne feeling of bitterness of tho hna- tile party to the highest
pitch, and the
Jemez, as well as the Queres of Cochitl and Santo Domingo, became
openly hostile toward San Feline.
Santa Ana, and especially toward Cia.
On the 21st of December, 1693,
e
de OJeda. an tndinn nf
from C1a appeared at Santa Fe and
informed Vargas that not only were
the leniez and the
together with some Navahos, prepar
ing ror an onslaught upon the Spanish headquarters, but that thev threat
ened Cia in the most serious manner.
Vargas needed all of his small fnrce3
against the Indians at that time, as
well as for the protection of Santa Fe
itself, so he could not afford to the
faithful Pueblos the number nf vnun
they desired, but he encouraged them
to persist in their
reiier as soon as possible. His Immediate aim was to gather as manv
stores of corn as possible and to reduce, if possible, the Tehuas. who
were constantly threatening Santa Fe,
making frequent night attacks upon
the stock of the Spaniards and otherwise harrassing them in every possible manner.
His operations against the niaok
Mesa of San Ildefonso proved a complete failure. The most determined
bravery of the Spanish soldiers was
powerless upon the frowning cliffs,
from the highest of which the defenders showered arrows and rocks, as
well as bullets, upon the storming parties. The Pueblos had firearms, and
knew how to use them. As often as
Vargas raised the siege, retreating to
banta Fe, the Tehuas would descend
and make sudden dashes into the vi
cinity of the town, for the Pueblos
also had horses and had become expert riders. In addition to the Te- huas, the Apaches occasionally made
tneir appearance at night, driving off
and stock. During all his time
(which occupied the months of January, February, March and part of
April) provisions often ran low in
Santa Fe. The settlers suffered. Their
families were starving and they cor
respondingly murmured, complained
and clamored for a return to the flesh- pots of El Paso del Norte. The situ
ation was becoming daily more critical, for the rebels cnnld nffnrd in
wait In their strongholds until the
Spaniards would be exausted, and thus
fall an easv nrev to nn nffonsivn
movement on a larger scale, Vargas
was expecting
reinforcements
and
supplies from Mexico, but while the
caravan
of
seventyjfive families,
which Fray Francisco Farran was
guiding up from Zacatecas, was cer
tainty moving northward. It had not
yet reached El Paso del Norte. In
fact, It was not until the 23rd of June
that this anxiously looked for relief
entered the town of Santa Fe.
Toward the west matters also apCia was In impeared threatening.
minent danger; San Felipe and Satfta
Ana in constant fear, both from the
Jemez and
from the rebellious
branches of the Queres. Ojeda, who
was the soul of the loyal Queres Pueblos, clamored for assistance, otherwise his people might, lose heart and
Anally Join the rebels. It was impossible to resist long to his fervent appeals, so Vargas determined to strike
a blow at the western
Insurgents by
boldly
marching against' those of
their number who thought themselves
safely entrenched on the summit of
the Potrero VleJo, above what today
Is called the 'Canada de Cochitl."
It is a bold and picturesque rock,
this Potrero Vlejo, Jutting out like a
narrow blade above the bleak but not
unfertile vale "Canada .de Cochitl."
The vertical height of the cliff above
the little hamlet is seven hundred
feet, and as seen from the village, or
from the bed of the Canada itself, it
appears like a gigantic pillar with
sloping sides to the north and south,
and of a light yellow color. ; On the
north It abruptly descends into a narrow gorge, terminating westward in
the picturesque "Canon de las Casas,"
through which one may ascend into
the high Sierras and cross to the
southern portion of tin "Valles." On
the south the country Is more level,
still the low Canadas soon end, abutting against rugged mountains of the
Sierra de la Palisade." At the eastern foot of the rock lies; the Canada
on l(he west the surface of the Potrero
leans against a mill higher mesa. Thus
the Potrero appears as an advance
post in tha western chain, .boldly projecting and overlooking a wide range
of view toward the east, northeast and
south, and of difficult accesses from
every side The rock Is friable
and along the base of the
cliff the enormous detached masses
that have fallen crowd over each other
In a manner suggestive forcibly the
moraines and terminal masses of Ice
of a wide glacier.
To ascend the Potrero, three trails
are available. One creeps up on the
eastern front it Is narrow, steep,
and Its upper end demands careful
(Continued on Page
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propi.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Set vice Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Washington Avenue
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GENERAL AGENTS
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PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,
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Mutual Insurance Company.
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Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Loweat Rataa.
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Palace Avenue
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HOTEL

American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. 8team
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Coronada Hotel and Cafe
One of

the Pest Restaorarts in

'.he Fcuthwest.

OPEN DAY andNIGHT
I

HANDLE THE BEST EATABLES THE
cTWARKET AFFORDS.

KANSAS CITY A1EATS ALWAYS ON HAND.
SERVED

FIRST CLASS SHORT ORDERS

A LA CARTE.

Best Rooms in City; 50 Cents and
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Up.

respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
my restaurant, south side plaza.
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OUR PLACE
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Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
K08WBLU SKW MHI1CO.

MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
established and 8npported by the Territory.

all graduate! ut Standard Eastern
New buildings, .all furnlshlujfs and equipments modern and comall conveniences,
electric-lightebaths, water-workplete! Meam-heato-

SIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,

Colieftsa.

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8850 per session.
hree terms ol thirteen weeks each.

Session Is

Is a noed health report, J.700 leet above sea level;
Sunshine mry da)" from September to June.
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Flnlay and K. A. Cahoon
For partlculara address
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W. WiLLSCN,

0J0 CALIENTE l0T SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficacy of these wat
lecated In the midst of the Ancient ers has been - thoroughly tested by
miles west the miraculous cures attested to in the
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rhcc
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. .There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains
ot alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs inBar-anc- a

niatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, BrlghU
Disease of the Kidneys, lyDhilitic and
Mercurial Affections, gmtula, Catarrh,
La Grippe, all Femal f oiplalnts, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging a.,d bathing 12.60
$15
per week; $50 per
month. Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fc train upon request. This resort is attractive ut all
seasons and is open all winter. Passengers for 0,3 Callente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach OJo
Callente at 4 p. m. the same day.
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
For further parOjo Callente, $7.40.
ticulars, address
per-day- ;

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
OJo

H. C.

Mexican Filigree

f atcta, Clock Jewelry
Had

Painted

N .Jtt

MANUFACTURER OF

DEALER IN

and

Proprietor.

Callente. Taos County,

Yontz
China-

JEWELS

-

and
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Wurk a Specialty. Navaho Bugs
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Betali.
Went Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
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DUDROW

Lflflikr ; Sash; and Doors
ALL BCIJTPi OF lUaXDINO UXT991A1,
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Start Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Yoa
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and rlAGAJN
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"THE CLUB'"
Tha old etabllhed line of good formerly carried at "Our
Place" ha! been added to my stock- - I buy my good In government bond and can guarantee absolute purity.. Elegant club
In connection.
room
8lde entrance to Coronado Hotel.

J. W. AKERS, Proprietor.

describing fully til your symptoms
and w will send you Fr Advice
In plain sealed envelope. Ladles'
Advisory Dept The Chatlanooia
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
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1.00 bottles.
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agency, public or private.
she month' or year'e term.
rata of three par cant par annum, on a

liberal advance! made

perfect tonic for delicate women. A pure
vegetable medicine for girls and women who are subject
to the complaints peculiar to their sex. Has benefited
over a million who used to suffer as you do.
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PUEBLO
REBELLION

IN

1694.

(Continued From Page Two.)
climbing. Anotner ascenaa from the
north, and is still steeper than the
one first mentioned. A long trail
rises on a gentler grade from the
south, and on this trail horses and cattle can reach the summit, 'though with
some difficulty by making a detour of
several miles. The upper rim of the
naked cliffs is vertical to a height of
from five to twenty feet, and only
through fissures in this mural rim do
the two trails first named reach the
The total length of the mesa
top.
from west to east Is about two miles.
Its width varies from a few hundred
feet in the east to half a mile in the
middle. Scrubby timber, the usual
shrubbery, and cacti, cover the summit. There is no living water, but natural tanks like at Acoma, supply a
limited number of occupants all the
year through, if they are properly attended to in the rainy season and during the period of snowfall. The soli
is fertile in places, and as the rainfall
is usually greater in the mountains,
also at some distance from their base,
Indian corn can grow there without
irrigation. The Potrero Vlejo could,
therefore, support a small tribe of Indians for several years, if necessary,
and it is futhermore such an excellent
defensive position that we cannot but
admire the selection which the Queres
had made of it as a stronghold, which
they were quite justified in considering as impregnable. At this day, of
course, with improved firearms and
their enormous range, it would be a
very easy matter to dislodge any force
that might take refuge on the towering cliff. The Potrero Largo lies near
to it on the north, and from Its extensive surface even musketry fire would
prove very telling. But In 1694 the
clumsy weapons admitted of but two
ways of offending the occupants of the
rock a long blockade or direct assault. The former might have been
unavailing during a whole year; the
latter was extremely dangerous and
its results doubtful, to say the least.
I have already alluded to the extensive view enjoyed from the top of the
Potrero Vlejo. It is, therefore, also
an excellent post of observation. Not"
a crow can flutter In the valley beneath without being noticed by
stationed along the edge of the
mesa. During the dangerous period
of the last hostilities of the Navahos,
these prowlers used the Potrero often
as a lookout The valley (or Canada)
beneath was formerly a modestly
thriving spot. Several hundred Mexican families dwelt in adobe and stone
buildings along the hanks of the
Now the ruins of their homes
only testify to their former existence,
as well as to the frightful depredations committed by hostile roaming
Indians. The hamlet of today is but
a Shadow of what it was ninety
years ago. The Canada is also
an interesting place. A
short distance below the settlement
lie the ruins of the ancient pueblo of
Cuapa, one of the prehistoric villages
of the Queres tribe. Rubbish mounds
and the usual remnants of pottery and
implements designate its location, together with a number of circular depressions indicating former estufas.
Cuapa was abandoned and decaying
long before the Sixteenth century.
Folklore has It that those portraits of
the Queres stock, which afterward became the tribes of San Felipe, Cochiti
and, possibly, Santo Domingo, dwelt
here together many centuries ago. A
savage tribe, the name of which Is
variously stated, surprised Its Inhabitants at one time and drove them
from their abodes. Those of them who
afterward became the Cochiti Indians,
reoccupled Cuapa, hut the remainder
of the survivors fled down the Rio
Grande and became the Indiana of San
Felipe. Cuapa was assailed a second
time by the Tehuas of San, Ildefonso
and Its inhabitants retreated to the
Potrero Vlejo, where they successfully held their own. In the course
of time, however, finding residence on
the mesa too uncomfortable, they
moved to the banks' of the Rio Grande
and built Cochiti, neat where It today
stands. The summit of the Potrero
Vlejo shows, therefore, ruins from two
distinct periods. The older are well
nigh obliterated, but the more recent
pueblo, the one constructed after 1681,
and. abandoned In 1694, is still In a
fair state of preservation. It Is commonly called the old pueblo of Cochiti, and Its walls of frlsmajtlc blocks
ot ptimlcestone reach in places the
height of two stories. It lies nearly
in the middle of the surface of the
mesa, and is bo sheltered as not to be
visible from below. This pueblo was
that which 'the hostile Queres of Cochiti and San Marcos, aa well aa some
from tha Clenega, occupied and held
at the time of which I speak in this

sketch.
From tills inaccessible point the
Queres were a constant threat to their
loyal kindred of San Felipe and Cla,
They ran off their stock and ambush
ed the people In the lields. They also
sent occasional war parties over to
the Tehuas, and now and then there
seemed to be traces of their lurking
in the vicinity of Santa Fe. Vargas,
finding himself powerless to assail
the more numerous Tehua garrison of
the mesa of San Ildefonso, and lnipor
tuned by his allies of San Felipe and
Cla for relief, determined, In April, to
march against the Potrero Vlejo, al
though with doubtful prospects of sue
cess.
On the 13th of April he left Santa
Fe with seventy soldiers and twenty
armed settlers militia, as we would
call them and took the road toward
San Felipe. That pueblo stood then
on the long and broad mesa above the
present village, and Us ruins are vis
ible now from below, standing out
boldly like a "castle on the Rhine
On the 15th he reached the village,
where he was received with open
arms, and where one hundred war
riors from San Felipe, Santa Ana and
Cia, ostensibly under the command of
Bartolome de Ojeda, joined his small
force.
I say "ostensibly," for Ojeda
was only the war captain of Cia, and
while he took an active part in sub
sequent operations, he commanded in
realty but the men of his own village,
Still he was the chief adviser of Var
gas In what followed, although a part
of his role was that of an Interpreter
rather than of a leader. The distance
in a direct line, which separates San
Felipe from the Potrero Is about
twenty miles, and since the Span-lardwere all mounted, the transit
was quite rapid. About midnight on
the 16th of April the combined forces
reached the Canada and halted on the
bank of the arroyo, out of sight of the
Potrero.
Before arriving, however,
the rock had burst into view and it
was noticed that the Indians had posted sentinels along 1U upper rim. Numerous camp fires Indicated the presence and positions of these guards.
The approach of the enemy had evidently been noticed by the Queres,
and they had taken precautions. An
immediate advance upon the formidable cliff was therefore a difficult undertaking, a surprise impossible,
Vargas nevertheless resolved upon
attempting a night attack, as it was
clear to him that nothing could be
effected in the day time. He summoned a council of war of both his
officers and the Indian leaders, and
the latter, well acquainted with the
locality, suggested, through tho medium of Ojeda, a plan of attack which
seemed to present some chances of
success. They knew that, In addition
to the natural defences, the Queres
had raised stone parapets along the
brink of the mesa where the eastern
and northern trails reach the summit. That these places were guarded
was plain from the watch fires seen
from below. But they also knew of
the third trail, the longest but less
steep one, which creeps up to the
mesa from the south. On the existence of that trail they based: their
Ojeda suggested,
plan of attack.
therefore, that he .with the hundred
Indian warriors and forty Spanish soldiers, should follow the trail in order
to reach the rear of the pueblo op
the top. While this was being executed, the captain, Roque Madrid, with
about twenty men, was to make a
strong demonstration to climb the
eastern ascent, and the adjutant, Diego Barela, with ten men, should do
the same from the north. Both of
these feints were to be made with as
much noise of musketry Ore as possible, so as to divert the attention of
the enemy from the principal movement in their rear. Vargas himself,
with the remainder of the Spanish
force, was to occupy a position at the
foot of the Potrero, intermediate between those taken by Madrid and
Barela, In order to guard the stock
and to be ready to support any of the
other two detachments, if necessary.
This plan was adopted at once, and by
two o'clock in the morning of the
17th of April the forces had been
properly distributed and the order to
advance was given.
It was a brilliant, moonlit night and
under these circumthe Potrero
stances rises Into the air like an obelisk of silver.. More than once have
I enjoyed the sight of the collossal
cliff on such nights, and I could imagine the clusters of Spanish soldiers
moving elowly towards the tumbled
rocks lying around the foot of the Potto
rero, then scatter and attempt
stealthily climb its naked and rugged
eastern front, In case the Spaniards
still entertained any hope of surprising the occupants of the Potrero, 11
was soon dispelled, for tha detachs

-
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From urinary disorders
From any disease of the kidneys,
Be cured to stay cured.
Doan's Pills make lasting cures.
Santa Fe people testify.
Here's one case of it:
Alberto Garcia, living on Galisteo
street, Santa Fe, New Mexico, says:
The statement I gave some five years
ago relating to my opinion of Doan's
Kidney Pills was correct In every detail and now I can positively and em
phatically say that my cure has been
a permanent one, I procured Doan's
Kidney Pills at The Ireland Pharmacy
and used them for backache and too
frequent action of the kidney secretions, troubles which had annoyed me
more or less for a couple of years. I
used three boxes of Doan's Kidney
Pills and they cured me absolutely
and now I have a higher appreciation
of the medicine that I formerly enter
tained for them.
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50
conts.
Co., Buffalo,
Now York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
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TO 8TAY CURED.

If you suffer from backache

cata-men- ial

and atocka In sll market

bond

Buya and sell

"Because, after suffering
for several years with female
Va.

complaints."
Cardui furnishes safe relief for backache, headache,

suffer.
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How a Citizen Found Complete Free
dom from Kidney Trouble.

periodical pains, irregular, painful or unhealthy
flow, and all ailments from which sick women

Loan
In all iti branch
Transact! a gsnsral banking buslnsss
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take Cardui''? writes Mrs.
Jelemma Mullins of Odessa, W.
do

trouble, and trying different doc
tors and medicines without obtaining relief, I at last
found, in Wine of Cardui, a golden medicine for all my

In 17.
Tha eldest banking Institution In Nsw Mexlce. Estsbllshss
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Csshler.
RUFUS J. PALEN, Prssldsnt,
ALFRED H. IRODHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vies Presldsnt.
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(Homestead Entry No. 5G65.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
February 2C, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Fairs-tiuOrtiz, of Pecos, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five year proof in support of
his
claim, viz.: "Homestead Entry No.
5CG5, made March 27, 1900, for the
NW
Section. 20, Township 1C N,
Range 12 E and that said proof will
bo made before the Register and
at Santa Fe, N. M., on April 3,

2.

A

o

El
STUDY

THE MAP.

f
The natural point on the new A., T. & S. F.
for the distribution of freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route
1907.
to the East and West, and direct com munieation
with all points in the
He names the following witnesses Territory.
to prove his continues residence up
f
Wholesale houses are coming to W illard as suon as the
is open.
on, and cultivation of the land, viz.:
Surrounded by a fine farming coun try. The purest waier in New Mexi
Pedro Rivera, Tomas Varela, Felix co. The geographical center of Tor ranee County ami of New Mexico.
Rivera, and Crestlno Rivera, all of The water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through New
Pecos, N, M.
is a growing town. Willi ard will make a City. Study the Map.
MANUEL R. UTERC,
Your opportunity is there.
For information, call on or address
Register
JOHN W. CORBETT, OR W. M. TAYLOR.
Homestead Entry No. 0,826.)
WILLARD, N. M.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
CUNY I.
tOni.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Mining Engineer.
February 12, 1907.
MukIoo
8ssrstary titd Trtasurer N
Notice is hereby given that
ef Mines.
Sent!
.
of
ATTORfEYt-ATLAWN.
M., has
Bonzales,
Pecos,
N
Mexloo.
its,
filed notice of his Intention to make
final
MAX. FROST.
proof iu support of his
CORBET A 8MYTHE.
claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No. 6,'
Attornsy at law.
Civil, Mining ens' HySrsulls
82G, made February 4, 1902, for the SasU F
New Mexico.
Engineers.
SW1-of section 14, township 14 N.,
Assaying and General Contractlsg.
range 12 E., and that said proof will
RICHARD H. HANNA.
u. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
be made before the register and reEast side Plaza
Banu Fe, N. M.
Attorney at Law.
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on March Phone si.
Office, Crlffla Blk
Cut-of-

Cut-of-

d

Encar-naclo-

n

flve-ya- r

27, 1907.

He names the following witnesses

Q. W. PRICHARD,
H. B. HOLT,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Court,
Cruce3,
Nev Mexico.
and (Ives special attection to cases
Practices in the district courts as
Marcos
Gonzales, Donaciano Gonzales,
before the Territorial Supreme Court. well as before the
Supreme Court of
Lucero, all of Pecos, N. M.
Office, Laughlin Bit, Santa Fe, N. M. the Territory.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
BENJAMIN M. READ,
HIRAM T. SROWN,
at law.
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR,
Attornsy
No.
6,101.)
(Homestead Entry
New Mexico.
Sauta Fe,
U. S. Mineral 8urveyer
Notice for Publication.
Office, gens Bis.
Palacs At. feata fa,
New Mexlea
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
CHAS. A. LAW,
ROMAN L. BACA,
March 1, 1907.
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Real Estate and Mines.
Notice is hereby given that Mrs. U. 8. Land Office
Practice, a Specialty.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Paz B. Mente, devisee of Charles A.
Office Griffin building, Washington
New Mexico.
Claytou.
Muller, deceased, of Cowle, N. M has
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
filed notice of his intention to make
WILLIAM H. K LLEWELLYN,
r
final
proof In support of his
Attornsy at law.
claim, viz: Homestead entry No. 6,164
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
Las Cruces, New Mexico,
made January 30, 1901, for the W
Uclted
States
District
Attorney.
of SW
of Section 1, E
ot SE
of Section 2, Township 17 N.,
MASONIC.
A. W. POLLARD,
Range 12 E., and that said proof will
Attorney at law.
be made before the register and reMontezuma Lodge No
District Attoraey, Luna Cvsnty.
ceiver at Santa Fe N. M., on April 11,
1, A. r. ft A. M. Reru
.
Mexico.
Dmln
1907.
lar communication first
He names the following wituesscs
Monday ot each month
ONHAM 4 WADaV
to prove his continuous residence
at Masonic Hall at 7:!
Attorneys t Liv.
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
P. m.
Practice In the Supreme and Dls
Teodoro Villes, Caslmiro Gallegos and
R. H. HANNA, W. M.
Atanaclo Gallegos, of Cowle, N. M.; :rlet Courts of the Territory, In th
Lizardo Richmond, of Pecos, N. M.
Probata Conrtr uad before the U. S ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Surveyor General wd U. S. Land
Las Cruces, N. M.
Santa re Chapter, No.
Register. Offices.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Notice for Publication.
C. C. AMOTT,
convocation tnd Monof
the
Interior,
Department
Attorney at law.
day jt oach month at
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Practices In the District and Sn
Masonle Hall at 7: It
March 7, 1907.
preme Courts. Prompt and eareftl a
as.
Notice Is hereby given that Abenicio tendon given to all business.
8. SPITZ, H. P.
- New Mexico.
Armljo, of Rowe, N. M., has filed no- Santa D'e
ARTHUR SHLIQMAN, Becy,
tice of his Intention to make final
r
proof in support of his claim,
A. . RENEHAN,
Santa re Commandery No.
viz: Homestead Entry No. 7117, made
1, K. T. Regular conclave
Praetlces In the Supreme and Dl
of trict
February 3, 1903, for the SE
fourth It'onday In eaca
Courts Mining and Land Law
Section 10, Township 16 N., Range 13 a
month at Masonic Hall at
Specialty. Rooms l Sena Bldf.
will
be made Palacs
E., and that said proof
:S0 p. m.
w. b. GRirriN, a.
Are., gaita re, N. U.
before the register and receiver at
W.
KENK1DT, Recorder.
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 18, 1907.
CHAS. F.
He names the following witnesses
Santa
Lodge of Perteetlosf No. 1,
(Lata Surveyor General.)
to prove his continuous
residence
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
at law.
Attornsy
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Rite ot Scottish Free Masonry meets
New Mexico.
Santa
viz: Jesus Gutierres, Abellno Garcia,
Business a Specialty on the third Saturday of each mont'j
aad
Mlnlns
Mi
Plutarco Armljo and Andres Gold, all
at 7:31 o'clock la tha evening la
of Rowe, N. M.
Maannlo Hall, south side ot Plaaa.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
MANUEL R. OTERO
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
Attornsy at law.
Register. District
Attorney for Second Judicial cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLIS FRANKLIN lASLlT, II.
District.
(Homestead Entry No. 9,742.)
Venerable Muter.
Practices la the District Court an,,
Notice for Publication.
of the Territory; PIROT FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Bee.
the
Court
Supreme
of
the Interior,
Department
also before the United States Saprenw
Land Office at Santa Fe N. M.
i. o. o. r.
Ceart In Washington.
,..
February 12, 1907.
Albuquerque, New Mexuttt.
Notice is hereby given that Faustin
Santa Fe Lodge. No. 1. I. O. O. w.
Qulntana of Pecos, N. M., ,has filed
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
meeta every Thursday evening In Odd
notice of his Intention to make final
Notary Public
r
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
proof in support of his claim,
Office with the New Mexican
viz.:
Homestead Entry No. 9,742,
Visiting brothers welcome.
New
Mexico.
Santa
Co.,
Fe,
of
made August 6, 1906, for the NE
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. G.
section 31, township 16 N., range 13
DAVID L. MILLER, Becy.
OSTEOPATHY.
E., and that said proof will be made
DR. CHARLIS A. WHCILON,
before the register and receiver at
. P. O. E.
Osteopath.
Santa Fe, N, M., on March 28, 1907.
No. 101 Palace Ate,
He names the following witnesses
Santa Fs Lode, No. 411, B. P. 0. 1,
to prove his continuous residence 8aeeesstnlly treats acute at.d chronic
diseases without drugs o. medlclaea hold lta regular session on the secon
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
and fourth Wednesdays ot each mont
No charge for Consultation.
viz.: Fellz Blea, Bernabel Qulntana,
Psoas 1M Visiting brothers are Invited and welMartin Barela and Candido Qulntana, Hoars: l m., M . m.
come.
NORMAN L. KINO, 1. at
all of Pecos, N. M.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
MANUEL R. OTERO
One ot the best fruit ranches in
Register.
northern Santa Fe County, about twen
FRATERNAL UNION.
TO SET YOU RIGHT.
ty miles from this city, Is tor sale
5nU F Lodgi, No. IEI, Fraternai
For particulars apply tc Union of America. Regular meetln&i
A good many people Imagine that at a bargain.
Santa
first and third Mondays In each montk
malt IS an intoxicant. To set you Max. Frost Box No. C.-at I o'clock p. m,, Odd Fellows' Hat.
right on this point, we say, most em- New Mexlso.
San Francisco treat Visiting Frsv
phatically, that Dr. Laurltzen's Health
Table Malt and Malt Tonic are NOT
ers welcome.
8HORT ORDER MEALS.
R. L. BACA, Fraternal Msster,
The best short order meals are now
intoxicating at all. For sale by
H. 8. &AVTNB ft CO.
Master.
;
being served at the Bon Ton Restau
Phone IS. rant. The best cooks, and waiters are 3REGOUK) RAEL. Tras
CITT BOTTLING WORKS. PkoM II.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
employed at hli place.

to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz.:
Gernandez Gonzales, Dolores
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SATURDAY,

During the afternoon hours
the matrons and maids were all to
themselves but they were joined in
the evening by their husbands and escorts. Pink was the predominant
color In the decorations and it was
brought out effectively by a profusion
of carnations on tables and mantels.
The color scheme was also embodied
in the collation served, the candies
and Jce cream being a delicate pink.
Mesdames Frost, Otero and McFie
in the dining
presided charmingly
room, while the punch wasr ladled
with equal grace by Misses iBaum,
and Spitz.
Festivity and good cheer marked
the stag dinner Thursday evening at
the Palace Hotel and at which tne
host was Hon. J. O. Cameron, member
of the Legislative Council from the
Twelfth District, who has the unique
distinction of being the whole minority by himself In the Legislative
Council. Mr. Cameron gave the din
ner partly in compliment to Ms fellow
Ascolleagues in the
sembly and partly In honor of a visiting delegation from the Pecos Valley. The menu was a sumptuous one
embracing all of the delicacies of the
season and each of the seven courses
treat.
Fresh
was a gastronomic
strawberries were one of the items on
the bill of fare. After tho diners had
satiated appetites and cigars were
lighted, the affair resolved Itself Into
a feast of reason and flow of eloquence, with Mr. Cameron as
and he presided in that capa
city with becoming dignity and ready
wit. Impromptu toasts were responded to by a number of the guests who
for the nonce forgot their political differences and the oratory warmed
the cockles of the heart even as did
the sparkling
liquid refreshments.
While Mr. Cameron was banquetting
his masculine friends in the dining
room, MVs. Cameron entertained a co
terie of their wives at an Informal reception in the parlors of the hotel.
the guests were Governor
Among
Hagerman, Harold Hurd and J. W.
Stockard, of Roswell; C. H. McLena- thnn and A. N. Pratt, of Carlsbad;
Thomas M. Waller, of Lakewood; J.
T.
Boyd, of Lake Arthur, and A. M.
Bergere. Chief Clerk W. E. Martin,
of the Council had been invited but
was unable to attend on account of
pressing business.

16,
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of homes.

r?4

jr Swell

SGCIAL AND PERSONAL

dressers SHOUT

for"LAMM"

ESTABLISHED 1886.

INCORPORATED 1903.

mm mi it

Mrs. George W. Prlchard has issued
invitations for a card party at the
Prlchard residence, 2G3 Palace Avenue
for Tuesday afternoon next.
Mrs. Clarence Iden, of Las Vegas, is
visiting Mrs. W. C. Reld, on Grant
Avenue. This afternoon Mrs. Reld entertained in honor of Mrs. Iden ,at
cards.
W. H. Gillenwater, of Albuquerque,
president of the Montezuma Trust
Company, left last night for the Duke
City. Mr. Gillenwater was in the city
several days viewing legislative proceedings. "
Captan David J. Leahy, of East Las
! pa
ft
Vegas, who is making a fine reputaWell
tion as assistant U. S. Attorney and
who spent the past week here on offpaim-vkeicial business, returned to his Meadow
ADiTOSNflMfH
City home this afternoon.
Professor R. R. Lurkln, city superintendent of schools of East Las VeRip
gas, and a member of the Board of
WILL
With London made clothes they are always loose, but thoy are
comfortable.
Regents of the New Mexico College
Spring Is coming and It's time to do it. If you
RHEUMATISM CUTS, OLD
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, was
haven't said farewell to your winter suit, you had better do so.
SORES-- SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
among the arrivals last night in the
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SPRING SAMPLES
Capital. He is registered at the PalSCALDS, ETZ.,
Our elegant line of spring samples at hand, waiting to say hello
ace.
0. A. Friedt'l, Dallas, Tex.
CHILDREN'S SUITS $1.00 UP
who
B.
a
has
to you. We'll put a smile that wont come off all summer on the face
Albert
Fall,
Judge
writes : "1 use Ballard's Snow Kl
new
suit.
to
come
his
for
us
to
who
Is
wise enough
of every man
magnificent summer home at Three
Liniment for my family. It Hi
is Uio bent LimmeiiD maun.
Rivers, Otero County, hut whose law
BOYS' SUITS.
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
$1.50 UP
office Is at El IJaso, spent the past week
It relievos burns andsealda.'
There is a great comfort in our clothes because the shoulders
in this city on legal and legislative
and
50c
$1.00
25c,
are broad, the collar close fitting, and the coats are roomy, at the
affairs. Judge Fall is one of the best
YOUTHS' SUITS .
e
th
admirably.
the
same time
figure
, $3 50 UP
garments drape
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
known lawyers in southern New Mex
ico and in the Pass City.
MO..
ST. LOUIS,
OUR CLOTHES
Robert P. Ervien, of Clayton, mem
MEN'S SUITS
Hold their shape permanently because each part Is hand tail$4.00 UP
ber of the Territorial Board of Equal
ored and each yard of cloth undergoes a rigid inspection before
Sold and Recommended by
ization, left last night for his home.
being made up.
Mr. Ervien has been in the Capital alFISCHER DRUG CO.
For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods Honse in the City.
most continously during the present
OUR SELECTIONS
- adof
session
the
Legislative
Assembly.
samethe
offers
of
our
tailored
of
service
San
hand
with
you
Marcial;
Orogrande;
Beach,
Together
P. O. Box 219. -- o
Phone No. 36.
It is said that Mr. Ervien is slated for
Gallegos, of Tucumcari; Holt, of Las
vantages enjoyed by people living in the big metropolitan cities.
a Territorial appointment.
Cruces; Hudspeth, of White Oaks;
Mrs. M. B, Stockton, wife of Council
SUITS
;
Padllla, of Folsom; Moran, of
man Stockton, of Raton, who has been
of Albuquerque; Mullens,
Ruppe,
a
at
Palace
Hotel with her of
the
MADE
guest
Roswell; Catron and Messrs.
husband for' the past four weeks, reTO
Owens, Sena, Pearce, Habcr-leln- ,
turned Wednesday to her home. She
Curtis, Catron, Dr. and Mrs.
enjoyed her visit here greatly and be
Dr. and Mrs. David Knapp, Dr.
came quite popular with Santa Fe so and
ORDER
Mrs. Mera, Dr. and Mrs. Sloan,
ciety people who met her.
Dr. Frank Mera, Dr. Massie, Dr. Lord,
Hon. and Mrs. Carl A. Dalles, of
FROM
and Dr. Wheelon.
Willard, entertained a few friends at
Will C. Barnes, of East Las Vegas,
1 o'clock dinner on Sunday last at the
$15.00
secretary of the Territorial Cattle Sandinner
Palace Hotel. After
the guests
itary Board, arrived in the city last
New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds Upholstered
repaired to the parlors of the hotel
TO
Dressing
Furniture,
and registered at, the Palace
where the afternoon was pleasantly night
Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Ranges and Desks, Etc., Just Received.'
Hotel. He Is here on legislative busi
j
passed with music. Those participat- ness.
$35.00.
ing in the affair besides the host and
District Attorney M. C. Mechem, of
EMBALMING AND
hostess, were 'Hon. and Mrs. H. C. Tucumcari, arrived in the city yes CONFOPMING TO THE LAWS OF
AND
Abbott, of Springer; Hon. and Mrs.
via the Santa Fe Central. Mr,
NEW MEXICO.
UNDERTAKING
Elmer E. Studley, of Raton; Mr. and terday
EVERY
Mechem was here on legal business
Che New Mexican PrlnMii!;
Mrs. S. G. Cartwright, Mr. and Mrs.
and also interested in Legislative mathas the largest facilities and
A. J. Fischer, Mrs. Greenley, of MinSUIT
ters. He left for his home today.
most modern machinery for doing all
neapolis, Minnesota, and Mrs. Fiske.
M. A. Otero will leave
J06-'Phone 10.
San Francisco St.
kinds of Printing and Binding in firstThe Fifteen Club held its last
GUARNTEED.
during the coming week on a business class style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
Night Call 'Phone No. with Mrs. Marsh. The study of
trip to the ranch of the Salida Live
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book
the play of "Othello" was continued Stock
Company in Guadalupe County
Best Book Biudery
The next meeting will be held at Miss of which he is the president. He is work a specialty
In the Southwest.
Atkinson's on March" 22d.
going there to make preparations for Mining Blanks.
Diaz Reception and Musicale,
the lambing season.
Postage, 45c.
One of the most elaborate
social
District Attorney S. B. Davis, of
J. P. Criminal Docket,
functions of the season in the Capital East Las Vegas, member of the well
$2.75. Postage, 45c.
took place on Monday evening when known law firm of
Spiess and Davis,
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Diaz entertained at was
registered at the Claire Hotel Criminal, $4.00. Postage C'ic.
a reception and musicale at their spa
today. He came on pending legal and
Hand Made Ledger, $0.50.
cious home, corner Don Gaspar Ave legislative business and will return
GOOD THINGS TO EAT,
Phone 26
Money's Digest of New Mexico RePhone 26.
nue and Water Street, complimentary home tomorrow morning.
0.50.
25c.
Full
ports,
Sheep,
Postage
to Hon. and Mrs. Carl A. Dalies, of
din
Covers were laid for twelve at a
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
Willard. As the guests entered they ner party given last evening by Mr
$3.00.
A
were met by a receiving line com and Mrs. S. G. Cartwright.
The
Gaming License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
posed of the host and hostess, Mr. and guests were Hon. and Mrs. H. C. AbNotification of Change In Assess
Mrs. Dalies and Jose D, Sena, the lat bott, of Springer; Judge
and Mrs.
100 in Book, $3.75.
ter acting as master of ceremonies. I.aughlin, Mr. and Mrs. Fiske, Mrs. ment by Assessor,
sheet.
Agreement,
The musicale began promptly at
Greenly of .Minneapolis, Mrs. Dalies,
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
o'clock, Mr. Bergere opening the of Willard, H. B. Cartwright, and H.
sheet,
Gaming Tables,
NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
program with a piano solo. This was H. Dorman.
NEW PANCAKE r LOUR,
sheet.
Application for License,
followed by delightful vocal solos by
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
William A. Buddecke, manager of
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
Misses McFie, Hansen and Walter, the Las Vegas Railway and Power
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
who were accompanied on the piano Company, was a visitor yesterday and
BonJ on Continuance,
Appearance
by Mrs. Bean and Mrs. Ehle. Miss today in the Capital. Mr. Buddecke
sheet.
(J. P.),
Hansen also rendered several fine vio- came here to see what action was
of
Bond
Appearance, (District
were
also
The
Garlin selections.
taken regarding the creation of
guests
sheet.
Court)
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS
entertained with pleasing Spanish airs field County out of the eastern half of
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
sung by Mr. Sena. The living room San Miguel County. He used his inBond to Keep the Peace,
sheet
decorated in white fluence to defeat the measure,
was artistically
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
in
the
wile
and
while
H.
Las
Mrs.
carnations
B. Holt, of
smilax,
Cruces,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
dining room pink carnations and smilax of Representative Holt, who has been plaint,
sheet.
gQjngnjnjnjnnnjpnjenngnnj
formed a pretty contrast. At the con here for three weeks with her husForcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
clusion of the musicale the guests band a guest at the Sanitarium, re- mons,
.jaw
sheet.
were agreeably entertained by a Span lumed to her southern home some
sheet.
Bond,
Replevin
ish orchestra which was stationed be days ago. Mrs. Holt enjoyed her stay General Blanks.
a screen cf potted plants and in Santa Fe greatly. She made a
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40. $ hind
S. E. Corner
palms in a corner of the room. Punch very favorable Impression upon all
Bond fo' Deed,
sheet.
to
were
served
refreshments
fortunate
were
who
those
and elegant
enough
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
during the evening, the hostess being meet her. She made many warm
Poll Books for Town Election, 8
assisted In the dining room by Mrs friends while here. She Is an accom- pages, 40c.
Laughlin who poured the coffee, Mrs, plished woman, a fine musician and a
Official Bond,
sheet.
CUT PRICES IN
Bergere who served the cream and very interesting conversationalist.
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
FURNITURE
Walter.
A.
W.
and
of
Otero
chief
counsel
the
the Misses McFie,
Hawkins,
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
The punch bowl was charmingly pre- El Paso & Southwestern Railway for
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
Rugs, Queensware,
sided over by the Misses Ruth, Laugh- - New Mexico, Texas and Arizona, with n Book, Spanish, 25c each.
Hardware, Stoves,
hunOver
in
a
El
Bean.
lin
after
and
8
Paso,
spendheadquarters
Virginia.
Poll Tax List, 4, 6, and pages.
HEADQUARTERS
Ranges and Picture Frames,
Bebusiwere
on
here
week
the
dred
ing
present.
guests
legislative
Hlpoteca de Bienes Muebles,
ness
in
and
the interest of the railroad pi lego.
sides the host and hostess
CALL AND GET PRICES.
guests of honor these Included Judge company which he represents, was a
Fianza Oficlal y Juramento,
S3 VU(M
and Mrs. John R. McFie,
passenger for the Pass City this af- pllego,
and Mrs. Prince, Hon. and Mrs. Ar ternoon via tho Santa Fe Central and
Documento Garantizado,
plego.l
thur Seligman, Hon. and Mrs. J. O. the El Paso & Southwestern. Mr.
LOWITZKI.
Doctimento Garantizado,
extensa
D.
Cameron, of Carlsbad, Hon. and Mrs. Hawkins did good work for his road forma entera, pllego heno.
Hi!
UUTv Ov
Stf
t
JacoBo Chaves, of Loa Lunas; Hon. before the railroad committee of the
Certificado de Matrlmonlo, lOccada
and Mrs. W. G. Sargent, Hon. and Mrs. Council and in a hearing held by the uno.
M. B. Stockton, of Raton; Hon. and latter on passenger fares and other
Formula de Enumeraoion,
pllego.
Mrs. Elmer E. Studley, of Raton; Hon. matters pending before the Assembly,
Contrato Entre los Dtrectores
y
Hon. E. C. Wade, of the law firm Preceptorcs,
and Mrs. H. C. Abbott, of Springer;
pllego.
Protectthefamilyhealth!
XVCO&reiATEB i
Hon. and Mrs. S. E. Aldrich, of Gal of Bonham & Wade, Las Cruces, ar
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
JJ
ro7vl
Molra
hnme
C.
.
vnnp
E.
atMrs.
In
Hon.
rived
and
Abbott;
and
50.
the
25c
Notas Obllgaclones,
1VJMI. J lMl
lup;
city yesterday
por
j
Llbros de Recibog Supervisors de
Judge and Mrs. Laughlin, Attorney tended to legal business before Land
Free the living rooms
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Commissioner Keen. Mr. Wade has Camlnos, 25c.
General and Mrs, Reld,
from ashes and soot!
E. A. Fiske, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Ber- just returned from Long Beach, CaliEscrltura de Renuncia,
:
pliego.
Avoid doctor's bills!
gere, Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter, fornia, where he spent several weeks
Deed, The City of Santa Fe, full
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Cartwright, Mr. with Mrs. Wade for the benefit of the sheet.
WOOD-DAVI- S
'".,'':
Let us tell you about our modern
and Mrs. S. Spitz, Mr. and Mrs. James latter's health. She has greatly Im
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
HOT WATER AND STEAM
Mrs.
Charles F. proved, but will remain on the Pacific sheet.
L. Seligman, Mr. and
4
SYSTEMS.
Easley, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Fischer, coast for some time longer. Mr. Wade
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Watson, Mr. and is one of the leading lawyers of South- English,
sheet.
aMl
IDEAL Boiler, and
Mrs. Edward Ehle, Mr. and Mrs. V. ern New Mexico and is well and favorAMERICAN Radiators.
Application for Manage License,
reA.
Mrs.
Carl
he
where
Mr.
and
this
L. Bean.
sheet.
Bishop, ably known in
city,
Spanish,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Trelford, Mr. and sided for several years upon his arriv Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
ATTSMTteM MVW MAM.
Cheapest and Best )
Mis. H. C. Yontz, Mr. and Mrs. T. P. ing In New Mexico, 28 years ago. He postage, 17c.
Missouri Pleading Forms, 15.00,
Gable, Mr. and Mrs. Allen G. McCord. will return home tonight.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Wood, Mr. and Mrs.
Wives of members of both branch- - pstage, 17c.
I. Sparks; MesdameB Frost, Greenley, es of the Legislative Assembly occuMissouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
of Minneapolis; Ives, and the Misses pied the places of honor in the receiv two for $10,00.
Adapted to New
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 ani
Martinez, of Taos; McFie, Hansen. ing line at an "at home" Thursday
Declaration In Assumpsit,
sheet
Otero, Walter. Spitz, Luckenbach, ntternoon from 4 to 7 o'clock given by
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
Doyle,
Holland, Mrs. Raynolds. One hundred and fifty
Lamy,
Easley,
sheet.
Dougherty, Laughlin, Bean, Hughes; Invitations had been sent out for the
Governor Hagerman and Hons. Charles reception which was In keeping In Its
sheet
Satisfacton
PICTURES AND RAMIN5 A. Spiess, of Las Vegas; Martinez, of appointments with the numerous oth "Assignment ofol Mortgage.
sheet.
Mortgage,
Reference: Quality ( f Blocks Produced.
We make a specialty of rBVBLOPING, PRINT
Taos; Murray, of Silver City; Martin, er delightful functions held at fre
sheet.
Lease,
Given
Mall
most
this
of
Ordera
Intervals
at
of
ING and ENLARGING.
Cuba; Richards, quent
hospitable
Cuchlllo; Miera,
SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS
Fromp
Warrant to Appriasers, full sheet
sheet
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per DoHOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
zen. ."
326 S. Spring St.. Loa Angeles, Cal. 510 S. Broadway.
sheet,
Amended Location Notice,
Bheet.
LYNG'S SPRING MILLINERY OPENING
Placer Mining Location,
"GOOD ROOMS."
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
the Price of Peace.
Don't forget our large And complete
AND SATURDAY
TOMORROW
The New Mexican can flo printing
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a volTou can get a good room at the
All
The terrible Itching and smarting,
In any of the large bindery and job department
done
to
that
$3.30
3
equal
to
inclusive,
price,
11,
ume;
Incldcu. to certain skin diseases, la Hotel Normandle at a very moderate
01 work handled tn the most
Our
Every
solicitor;
cities.
piece
26o.
each. Postage
almost instantly allayed by applying price, either by the week or month.
'
work we turn out. Try our work once manner.' One trial roakea you a perAFTERNOON AND EVENINQ
CVatuberlain's Salve. Price 25 cent. You will be gainer by calling there,
8 )
snd rou will certainly come again We manent customer.
on
Pas
(Continued
before engaging roomi elsewhere.
cuile by all drusgJitl

TAILORING

Our Tailor

Children's Suits
Boys' Suits

Mc-Fl- o

Fjade Suit

Department.

WJUVkSiao.einvi

UAH

Suit Yourself

LINIMENT

Youths' Suits

Mens Suits
Made

UptoIaTT""

Thirty-sevent-

CURE

Wont

Can't Wear Out

....

toast-mast-

!

f

Dem-ing-

Har-rou-

....

CHARLES

WAGNER

Furniture Company.

LEGAL BLANKS,
Com-pan-

A SPECIALTY.

NATHAN SALMON

i

e

U.S.

e

HMNMNNi

puNE & COMPANY

e

For

EASTERN CANNED GOODS

Fruits and Vegetables
of All Kinds in

2

Season.

2

2

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.

2

"M. V." BUTTER
A

FULL LINE OF

WE NOW HAVE

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

Specialty.

w-

m

mm

2

Plata,

Closing Out

2

Sale!

e

.

I Cut your

-- e8

2

--

2

For

2

S.

HARDWARE
And

2

2

4

PLUMBING

H. B. Cartwright & Bro,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

2

2

Graia, Flour
Patent Medicine

HARDWARE
COMPANY

PUts.

Stationery.
Orecere SnneVietv

2

Wsss&ssssssss South Side of Plaza

jMBHMn tuna n. &n eneannnK

.

2

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

;.

2

ART

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company

2

2

GEO. S.

2

IS.
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Timely Suggestions,

We Study

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS.

m i

The art of Clothes Making as
the painter studies his mas-

An institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in Its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mtsilla Valley.

You reap the
terpiece.
benefit of our achievement

.

Good Clothes

Four full
in agriculture, mechanic art,
'college course
domestic science and general science; short courses In agriculture,
s0,000 worth of equipment A faculty
stenography, and assaying.
0! 30 Instructors; 230 students now In attendance.
Military Instruction by an officer of the U. 8. Army.
Large parade an. athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude ol 3,800 feet.

If

a

buy

suit

of

i

mm

Plf

us

"ROME

METAL WARE," TEA AND
COFFEE POTS.

Dont Wait

M.

ORDER YOUR SPRING SUIT NOW
I 4-- I

11

id

It

III

MAi
muiii viiuapi
S

--

V

Santa Fe

good deal quicker and much more sat
isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
A

Up-to-Dat-

thi

!.

SPARKS. Mamger.

vv

vv

I

Santa Fe Livery Stable

f

THEODOUK CORUICK Proprietor.

2

xies sows

. mckmc

sxsxs

LIVERY. BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
FIRST-CLAS-

CARRIAGE 8EHVTCE

S

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

FINE R168

PHONE 132.

J

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS

ACCOUNTS.

TOPICS

"E. McNulty, practical plumber. All
jobbing promptly attended to. Leave
orders at Goebel's store.
W. D. Anderson, a tourist from
Michigan, arrived today In Santa Fe, and registered at the Claire.
There will be a special meeting of
the Woman's Board of Trade, Monday
morning at 10 o'clock. Business of
Importance.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 4C0, B. P. O.
Elks, will hold a special meeting this
evening at 7:30 o'clock for the purpose of lultiation.
Deputy United States Marshal W.
R. Forbes arrived In
the city this
forenoon from Albuquerque. He came
on official business.
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo
has issued a marriage license to Miss
Laura Oliver, aged 25, and James Morris, aged 35, both of Torrance.
Victor Valdez, sheep raiser whose
home is at Tierra Amarllla, Rio Arriba County, is In the city on personal
business and on a visit to relatives.
Services at the Presbyterian Church
at 11 a. m. Sermon by Dr. J. H. Garrison, of St. Louis, Missouri. Christian Endeavor at 6:30. No evening
service.
The ladies of St. John's Methodist
Church will serve a roast beef dinner
Thursday, March 21, from 5 to 7 p.
will be
m. Tickets for the dinner
thirty-fivcents.
Earnest Meyers, who is in the
wholesale liquor business in Albuquerque, today interviewed Santa Fe merchants and talked business to them.
Mr. Meyers was a guest at the Claire.
Waller O'Brien, of Albuquerque,
lmrchasing agent for Farr and Com-- '
pany, a wholesale butcher firm In the
Duke City, has been in the city the
past few days on business. Mr.
O'Brien was formerly a cattle inspector for the Territorial Cattle Sanitary
Board.
Mrs. Nestora Garcia, an aged resident of Tesuque, died at her home
there yesterday. She is survived by
a large
family comprising seven
daughters and three sons all of whom
are grown. Funeral services over the
remains were heW this morning at
Tesuque.
Maximio Duran, a farmer and sheep
raiser In northern Rio Arriba County,
whose postofflce address is Ortiz, Colo
rado, came to the city yesterday to
nttend to personal business and to
vis", friends. M... Duran was a mem
ber of the Thirty-sixtLegislative
Assembly from Rio Arriba County.
M. G. Keenan, of Las Vegas, an in
Cattle
spector for the Territorial
Sanitary Board, attended to official
business yesterday and today in Santa Fe. Mr. Keenan was appointed to
his present position about four months
ago, having been named to fill the va- -

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

"TURQUOISE" ENAMELED

"LA

"ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

CROIX"
KNIVES.

e

It you have any spare cash lying
around, make hasle to place it in the
bank where It is not only safe from
burglars and fire, but where it also
draws Interest.
Bury seeds la the grounds and they
grow and Increasi but cash is apt
to decrease very juickly II treated
in the same ma uier. plant your
money in a safe bank and watch it
grow.

It gives a comfortable feeling to
that you have a crop of money
coming on. Start a savings account
and feel that way.
know

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE
When in Need of Anything in

NO. 9
the Livery

Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

m&':

CHAS. CLOSSOW.

TIMETABLE ALL LINES.
entering and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaveB Santa Fe
1:20 p. m.
No. 2. iNorth bound arrives Santa
fe 5:40 p. m,

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 42. Eastboun.l
leaves Santa
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3:30 p. m.
ATCHISON,

TOPEKA & SANTA
Branch.

Arrive at Santa Fe Station.

YOU'LL SHINE

18

BIR

721.
N'o. 723
So. 725..
No.

.................10:40

a. m.
6:50 p. m.
..11:15 p. m.

........

... .. .. ..

..

Depart from Santa Fe 8tation.
No. 720., .. .. .. .. .. .. 8:15 a. m.
Mo. 722
.... 4:20 p. m.
Vo. 724.. .,
7:40 p. m.
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
and 2 east and No. 3 limited west at
'

If you come to us for clothes, you need not be anxious
;
about your appearance. We sell Hart, Schaffner & Marx

clothes, and that means quality and style.'

COOK'S

URING

STOCK-BOILER-

WARE.

AND

MEAS-

GCUPS.

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

'GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

"DAISY" STEAK POUNDERS.

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED

"BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.

REAL

BOSTON

GRATERS
AND CAKE

BEAN

POTS.

IMPERIAL
"LISK'S"
ROASTERS.

"PENINSULAR"

ENAMELED

RANGES.

Out Furniture Department Offers

e.

Foot-Ease-

e

Some Exceptional Values in
the Following Items:

MISSION

LIBRARY

BIRDS

EYE

OAK BUFFETS.

FURNITURE,

MAHOGANY MUSIC

CABINETS.

MAPLE

BED

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM

SETS.

OAK CHINA

-

CABINETS.

Plumbing Deparment
We take pleasure in placing

at the disposal of our patrons, the services

of our Plumbing Department, under the management of Mr. J, Crowley
who has had wide experience iu this sphere of activity, In New York Clt
and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
We will be pleased to submit estimates on proposed work.

Stop-over- s

home-mad-

'Phone 83.

e

2

2

leo tpscq

. . .

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE
and

GRAIN, POTATOES,

'RETAIL'

4

4

'f

"BALERS

SALT and sEEDs.

4

4
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Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

SQDTT7

2

2

2

SODA WATER

FRANCISCO AND RETURN
Lamy.
April 2Cth to May 19th the Santa
No. 724 conects with No. 1 west at
Fe will sell tickets to Los Angeles and
Lamy.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8 San Francisco and return for one fare
for the round trip $33.45 to Los Ansouthbound and 9 west at Lamy.
geles and $43.45 to San Francisco-fi- nal
Main Line Via
No. 1 stops at
No. 7 will stop

IMPORTED

MAKERS.

NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
,
Allen's
a powder. It
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
cures painful, smarting, nervous feet, been repainted, and refurnished, and
and ingrowing nails, and Instantly is now one of the best in the Territakes the sting out of coi ns and bun- tory. They handle everything in the
ions. It's the greatest comfort dis- eating line from both eastern and
covery of the age. Allen's
, western markets. A call will convince
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It you tbat they know the business.
Is a certain cure for sweating, callous
and hot, tired, aching feet. Try it toMORMON CONFERENCE.
day. Sold by all druggists and shoe Salt Lake City, Utah, April 5th and
stores. By mail for 25c in stamps.
6th, 1907.
Trial ' For the above occasion the Santa
Dou't accept any substitute.
package FREE. Address, Allen S. Fe will sell tickets to Salt Lake City
mid return for $.10.
Dales of sale,
Olmsted, Le Boy, N. Y.
March 30th to April 2nd, inclusive.
Final return limit, CO days from date
caucy caused by the resignation of of sale.
on return trip
Walter
O'Brien.
Inspector
within finnl limit.
The Guild of the Church of the Holj
G. H. DONART, Agent.
Faith, assisted by the Junior Guild
and Auxiliary, will hold an Easter
LEGAL BLANKS.
sale, Saturday afternoon, March 31.
(Continued from Page 4.)
The bazaar will take place in the vacant room of the Old Palace, formerly
used aa an office by Judge N. B.
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
Laughlin. Dainty articles suitable for
sheet.
Easer gifts will be offered for sale, Vendor's Recorded Brand.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
including
candy and pastries. Tea and cake will be served sheet.
Authority to Gamer, Drive and Hanby the members of the Juniors. The
sale will begin promptly at 2 o'clock. dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorsheet.
The Guilds extend a hearty invitation ded Brand,
to all of their friends.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle animals Not Bearing Owner's ReW. H. Cheatham, formerly manager
sheet.
of the Alvarado Hotel at Albuquerque, corded Brand,
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
and recently- - boniface of the new
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Busby Hotel at South McAlester, Infull sheet.
dian Territory, is now in charge of Mortgage,
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
the Harvey eating house at HutchinLetters of Guardianship,
sheet.
son, Kansas. Mr. Cheatham has been
Miscellaneous.
identified with the Harvey caravanSheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket
saries for a number of years. The
Docket, single, $1.25; two or' more $1.
Harveys have a new station hotel and each.
eating house in course of construcCompilation Corporation Laws, 75c
tion at Hutchinson and when It is each. '
completed it will be one of the finest
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each
of their famous hosteleries along the
Contract Between Directors and
line of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Teachers,
sheet.
Fo Railway.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet.
Harry F. Bogh, of Albuquerque, deputy U. S. marshal, was serving sub- Prices.
On
or
.05
$
sheet each
poenas yesterday, among others, upon
Full Sheet, each
10
John K. Stauffer of the New Mexican
25
Sheets, per dozen
Printing Company, and Miss Emily A.
35
Sheets, per dozen
Walter, registry and money order
Full Sheets, per dozen
65
clerk of the local postofflce, to appear
1.75
before the Federal grand Jury at El
Sheets, per hundred
2.50
Sheets, per hundred
Paso, Texas, on April 9, to testify in
4.00
Full Sheets, per hundred
a postofflce case, and to remain for
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
the sessions of the federal petit jury
if an indictment is found in the case. Pflce. On an order of 500 hundred
During the absence of Miss Walter, blanks, customers' business card will
Substitute Clerk Frank Chaves will be printed under filing without extra
cost.
take her place in the postofflce.
of Blanks,
The following visitors have regis- Size
inches.
Shett, 7x8
tered during the week at the rooms of
x 14 inches.
Sheet, 8
T.
the Historical Society; J.
Slnttery,
Full Sheet, 14x17 Inches.
of Denver; F. B. Johnson, of Kansas
Cash Must Accompany All Orders.
City; H. H. Burns, of Hamburg, PennCard Board.
sylvania; F. L. Hindle, of Lancashire, Signs,
"Board"
10c each
C.
L.
SouthO.
H.
Southwell,
England;
"For Sale"
10c each
well, George L. Elston, Vida Elston,
10c each
"Lodging"
B. Williams, W. W. Williams, of Wich"For Rent or Sale"..
25c each
Socorro;
ita; Leandro Baca,' of
"Board aud Lodging"
25c each
Francisco D. Crespin, of Puerto de
"Minor's Law"
50c each
Luna; J. R. Sparks, of Chicago; C, E.
50c each
"Livery Law"
Johnson, of Silver City; Lorenzo
"English Marriage Laws" 50c each
Florencio C. de Baca, Florentine
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 50c each
of
Las
Filemon
Sanchez,
Montoya.
School Blanks.
E.
O.
U.
H.
Dr.
Winn,
Winn,
Vegas;
Oath of School Director,
sheet
of Sterling, Oklahoma; Dr. A. W.
Certificate- of Apportionment
of
Moore, of Fayette, Missouri; Dr. John School
'
sheet.
Funds,
Gray, of Niagara Falls, New York; F.
District Clerk's Annual Report,
H. French, of United States Army;
sheet.
John M, Roberts, of Chicago; Jennie
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
;
V. Greenly, of Minneapolis; J. A.
Certificate of Apportion,
sheet
of Taos; Juan R. Santistevan,
Contract for School Teacher,
of Costilla; Eufemio Vigil, of Pehasco: sheet.
E. B. Gould, of Lindsay, California;
Lottie McLeay, of Scotland; Mrs. G.
HENRY KRICK
Falconer, of Mcintosh; Mrs. J. R.
Sole Agent For
Stewart, of Minneapolis; Lucius C.
Hill, of St. Louis; H. Margaret Hess,
Letup's St. Louis Beer
of Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Sears,
;
Utah-W.
F. Marshall, of
of Ogden,
Mail order promptly attended to.
San Francisco; M. G. Keenan, of East Monteziama Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Las Vegas; C. H. Douglas, of Lake
Telephone No. SS
Valley; F. B. Carter, of Chicago; C. A.
Meyer, of Fort Worth, Texas; D. J.
!
Herron, of East Las Vegas; C. O.
Steinnort, Georgiana Stehinort, Santa
Rosa, California; W. H. Jordan, of
Any Flavor You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water la any
Chicago; Charles Espenchlck, Achsah
Espenchlck, of St. Louts; Miss Mame quantity to any part of the city.
Ivey, of McKeesport, Pennsylvania
OTTT BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 88.
LOS ANGELES AND SAN
Foot-Eas-

EGG

"ANTI RUST,"

Be-le-

MINOR CITY

BUFFALO" STEAM

"PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

aberdashery

Everything that's

people in Denver. Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo. Albucr erque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with thee places. Terms more reasonable
the telegraph.

In
There is no part of the home, that should receive more attention,
equipping the same, than the kitchen.
This is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary duties
personally, and much of the happiness of the home depends on the ability
of the cook, for whether we are epi cures or not, good cooking is indispensable.
An
date appliances, for, "That which to- household, uses up-tday is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessity," In this progressive world,
and this applies to the kitchen.
If you will allow us to show you some of these articles, we feel sure
their utility and merits will be ob vlous.

Here ate a Few Suggestions.

it must satisfy YOU.

LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College, N.

you

FIVE.

PAGE

Lamy.

return limit July
all stations.
at all stations, Lamy Information call on ;

31.

For further

G. H. DONART, Agent
to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m.
Don't forget our large and complete
and will not wait for No. 2 (rom the bindery aid Job department All work
west at Lamy, watting- only for No. bandied promptly and In the most
10 from the south and No. 3 from the
manner. One trial make yon
eatt
permanent patron.
to Albuquerque

-

i

A. W.

257

:

Parlors

in city.
The only
Second to none in. Territory.
J?our first class .artists : : :
Electrical Baths . . . . $1.50
.25
.
Other Baths
Parlora Located West Side Plata
W. H KERR, Piopiietor
first-clas- s

.....

San Francieeo Street

Ionian aqd NeiiGiin Viares

and Gnrios

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn' Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: .To Have the Best of Everything In 3ur Line.
Blankets,

a"
TfllS WEEH

KERR'S

Capital

gpiegelberg- -

OUR SPECIAL

SALE OF.

Ladle s Mtfslin Underwear.
The Largest and Handsomest Line Ever
Shown in This City.
NO

ALL NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED.
LEFTOVERS FROM LAST SEA80N.
Entire Line Sold at Eastern Retail Price

ADOLPH SELIGM

AN

PAGE
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8ANTATE NEW MEXICAN , SANTA
Santa Fc Central

Rail-

WET WEATHER WORK

way Company

HEALTHFUL
AND
PLEASANT
IF YOU WEAR

Effective

Nov.

Thursday

.''outh Bound
No

lP

a 25

3 3u

0

P &
6i

4U0p
4
5

North Bound
Stations.

Ut

1

61
6s

2Sp

56p

Si
8 3p
p ll
15

WW

1906.

29,

Lv....
"

.Santa

Fe...Arr
"'

"
St.iulev.... "
" .....Morlarty... "
"
Uolutosb... "
"
"

Kstuuola... "
Willard ... '

Altl

No

7,0m,
8.0SO

5 4H
4 30
3 110

6,37(1

Arr.... Torrance.. Lve

6,2W
6,178
6,140
6,125
6,47!.

OILED CLOTHING

i

BLACK

Rot-we-

Rot-wel-

J

TO(

CO

00

The News No Pure Drug Cough
Cure Laws would be needed, If all
Coueh Cures were like Dr. ShooD's
Cough Cure is and has been for 20
years. The National Law now requires that if any poison enter into a
cough mixture, it must be printed on
the label or packages. For this reason mothers and others should insist
on having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure.
No
on Dr. Shoop's labels
and none In the medicine, else it must
by law be on the label. And it's not
only safe, but it Is said to be by those
that know it best, a truly remarkable
cough remedy. Take no chance, particularly with your children. Insist
on having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure.
Compare carefully the Dr. Shoop package with others and see. No poison
mark there! You can always be on
the safe side by demanding Dr.
Shoop's Cough Cure, Simply refuse to
accept any other. Sold by Fischer
Drug Company.

a

ffATS

Sold Everywhere

'VV

J..

Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
Connections:
At Santa Fe, with
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railway.
At Torrance with El Paso & Southwestern
System.
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Rogwell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance tv
at 4 a. in. and arrive at Hoawell
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves
l
for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
FOR RENT Furnished rooms foi at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare he
light housekeeping near Capitol build- iween Santa Fe and Torrance is $6 66
ing. M. C. Miller.
and between Torrance
and Rosweli
110.
Reserve teat "a automobile bt
WANTED Girl to wash dishes. wlrt.
J. W. STOCKARD,
Apply at 117 East Palace Avenue, beManager Autonym line.
3
tween
and i p. m.
The Mew Mexican Printing
ComFOR
RENT Eight room house pany Is
prepared to fill promptly and
wiih bath, also stable and two buggy
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
sheds. Possession given March 1.
visiting cards, marriage announce
inquire of Wagner Furniture Co.
tneuta, Invitations and all work of thai
kind. Prices as low as compatible
WANTED Men to learn the har with good work. Call at the New
bor trade; wages earned while learn- Mexican office and
examine tanmlee
ing; constant practice, expert instruc- and prices.
tion; catalogue free. Molers System
College, 113 East Second St., Los AnThe New Mexican Printing Cumpan.i
la prepared to do the best of brief
gles, Cal.
work in short order and at very reas
The Legislative Manual for 1H05 oi onable rates. Lawyers, who desire tr
Blue Book for New Mexico, hlstorica have their briefs printed rapidly and
anil otlicial compendium of value tc correctly and to present them to th
eveiy business man and officer and c Supreme Court cow In session here
interest to every citizen, 304 pagei on time, should call on the New Mei-lcPrice $1.50. Address .ho New Met
Printing Company and leave thei.
lean Printing Company, Santa Fe.
onrers.

OR YCLLOW

Perfect- Protection
Longest Service
Low in Price

t

p
p
65
p
a 31 p
2 03 p
18 oO p
11

WATERPROOF

poison-mark-

NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
We are pleased to announce that
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs,
colds and lung troubles la not affected by the National Pure Food and
Drug law as it contains no opiates
or other harmful drugs, and we recommend it as a safe remedy for children and adults. For sale at the Ireland Pharmacy.

NO

s

CASE

ON RECORD.

There is no case on record of a
coutrh or cold resulting In .nnenmnnla
or consumption after Foley's Honey
and Tar has been taken, as it will
stop your cough and break un vour
cold quickly. Refuse any . but the
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar In a
yellow package. Contains no opiates
and is safe and sure. For sale at the
Ireland Pbarmecy.

"Preventics" will promptly check a
cold or the Grippe when taken early

Chamberlain's
Cholera and
Colic,
Diarrhoea Remedy.
This remedy has been In use for
over thirty years and has proved Itself to be the most successful remedy
yet discovered for bowel complaints.
Sold by all druggists.
The New Mexican Printing Company
is prepared to do the best of brief
onable rates. Lawyers whodeslre to
have their briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present them to th(
Supreme Court now In session here
on time, should call on the New Mex
ican Printing Company and leave their
orders.
Rheumatic Paint Believed.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm relieves
rheumatic pains and makes sleep and
rest possible, which is alone worth
many times its cost. B. F. Crocker,
Esq., now 84 years of age, and for
twenty years justice of the peace at
Martinsburg. Iowa, says: "I am terribly afflicted with sciatic rheumatism
in my left arm and right hip. I have
UHed three bottles of Chamberlain's
Pain Balm and it did me lots of good.")
For sale by all druggists.

Tetter, Salt Rheum and Eczeman.
These are diseases for which Chamberlain's Salve is especially valuable.
It quickly allays the itching and
smartin r. and soon effects a cure.
Price, 95 cents. Fnr sale by all

T5vi
I

ft 'JI

Aency.

I

....

as.

Best Equipped and

fyst

DAILY PASSENGER 8CHEDULE.

D3t, fronT:
Raton

No.l.'
30 p. in.
40 p. m.
4 S p. m.

7

Leave (a)
Leave

13

Arrive...

20
33
33
41
47

Leave

3

4 35 p.m.
5 00 p. m.
6 30 p. m.
5 45
p.m.
5 55 p. ni.
6 20 p. in,,
6 45 p.m.

Train

STATIONS

......Raton

Clifton

Arrive
..Arrive

Preston

...Laave

,,

13 do p"
lis 01 n. m.

.

11 40 a ' in

Koehler June Arrive 1110a m
Koehler..
Arrive 11 30 aim.'
Leave 10 25 a. m.
Vermejo
..Cerrososo
..Leave
9 45 a! mi
m.'.
Cimarron
Leave 9 25

Arrive
Leave (c)
Leave
Arrive

j

Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
in Dawson, N. M., at 6:10 p. m.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 121 leavlM
Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. m.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & 3. F. Ry..
Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
' Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W Rv.
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W. A. GORMAN, G.
F. and P A
RATON, NEW MEXICO.

nit

Rosweli Automobile Co
Mall and' Passenser Lino between
Rosweli, N. M.. and Torrance. N. M..
Jally Sunday included, connection
with all trains on the Rock Island
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Leave Rosweli at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock

Island train due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the two
points 5 hours, meals furnished
at
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the companr two days In
advance.

Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known
Best Machines for all purposes on tVie market.

Rosweli Automobile Co.

Rosweli,

NewMexic.
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Up to date
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Standard Typewriters
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Money Lent on Approved Security.
Non-Resicfct-

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

A Nice 7 Room Hocsc.

Lot. Good Location.
Fftfit Trees.

,d

DIRECT ROUTE

J

vi

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

i-

e

God-sen- d

$25.00

in need of any- thing on Earth tty a
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(Continud on Page seven.)
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Publishers of

Loose Leaf LedgersCommercial Bank Books Records
and Briefs for Lawyers.

THE

DAILY

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish

First Class

All Work Guaranteed

NEW MEXICAN

,

ADDRFSS

HI.

AT LOWEST

,

BUSINESS

tl

.
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odern Book Bindery in the Southwest

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LEGAL BLANKS Wholesale or Retail A SPECIALTY

Large
Plenty of

-

nMin,--

mmm'mTmi
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The line of Ms railway from Raton to Cimarron, N,
including the Koehler Branch, is now open for
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic. Dub notice will
be given of opening of other extensions.
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Attorney.
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St. Louis. Rocky Mountain and Pacific

ment commanded by Roque de Madrid
had no sooner begun to advance on
the slope, when outcries from the
guard above rent the air and called
the other warriors to the rescue. As
the assailants crept upward, racks
were rolled down upon them. Many
a soldier lost his foothold and slid
back Into the depths whence' he had
fallthfully risen. Nevertheless
they
persevered, but soon arrows as well
as bullets began to descend unon
them also. The Spaniards, in order
to uisguise tneir number and cover
the movements of the main body.
which, in the meantime, guided by
OJoda and commanded by the
and Euseblo de Vargas
was swiftly marchlne alone thp south
ern base of the Potrero to the foot ot
the longest trail, lmnroved everv od- portunity to fire off 'their muskets, al
though It was impossible to take sure
aim, for them as well as for their op
The din and unroar must
ponents.
nave Deen considerable;
the firing
me sens ana wnoops of the Indians,
the clashing of stones and the thun
dering of larger rocks dashing down
me siopes created a noise whicn filled
tne air oi the calm moonlit
Soon a response came from tho
There the adjutant, Barela, with his
ien men Had ascended to very near
the summit, when the
ered his detachment and made a des
perate onslaught upon it. On either
of the two nolnts of ntta
n,a o
lards were checked, but
they held the
yusmon wnicn tney had assumed and
kept up a brisk flrinc. whtin tho
responded with fierce vrIIh n,i vi
leys of projectiles of various tlmi
All
these demonstrations
rather harmless on both shio proved
no n
as loss of life was
concerned, since
no secure aim could be taken. It was
more like a sham battle,' conducted
with great spirit for about two houra.
vvnne tllese noisv 1emnnnf,.oH,,,,
were being carried on. the main hndv
not only passed to the southwestern
end of the Potrero unobserved, but ascended the trail leading up from that
side without being noticed by the
foe,
whose attention was engrossed
by the
duempis at scaling from the east and
north.. A little before da
'
Spanish
soldiers, commanded
h
Roque de Madrid, noticed a snriMpn
weakening of the defense of the mesa
in iront or t hem .
Tho hz,o(
uvftruifi Ui
rociis and shooting off of arm.
bullets became slower and intermittent. It appeared as If the nnmiwr nn.
posing them were sudden!
mg.
mey at once attributed it to
the fact that the forces under
and Eusebio de Vargas had
reached the rear of the pueblo and
that the warriors were being recalled
to defend the houses. Then a
charge
was commanded and the
Spaniards,
rushing forward, found themselves In
a
conflict with but a limited 'number of Indians. These were
soon scattered, seven of them
being
killed. Simultaneously, the
squad tin.
der Barela appeared on the summit of
the mesa also. Hardly any resistance
was offered him, all the defenders
from the i.orth side having precipitately withdrawn.
The forces under Holguin and Eusebio appeared before the
pueblo quite
unexpectedly. The families were still
no
as
asleep,
apprehension was felt
in regard to the attacks from the mirth
and east. A man, descending a ladder, discovered the Spaniards and1
gave the alarm, and runners wera suvnt
to the brink of the mesa to recall the
warriors. In
: the meantime the iieu- summoned to
Ane '.USeS
?'8
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When In need of anything in the
printing lino, such as wedding cards,
invitations, Lriefs, call on the New
Mexican
Prini'ng Company, where
nil work la guaranteed.

MARCH

SATURDAY,

and
or at the "sneeze stage." Preventics
cure seated colds as well. Preventics
Two of the best known and hest
are little candy cold cure tablets, aud
machines for all nurDosea on th
Address all communications and Id
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly
market.
qulrlea to lae
mail you samples and a book on Colds
free, if you will write him. The samples prove their merit. Check early
Colds with Preventics and stop Pneumonia. Sold In Be and 25c boxes by
A severe cold that may
develop into
Fischer Drug Company.
.
.
pneumonia over night, can be cured
.
.
.
by taking Foley's Honey and
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is a quickly
Tar. It will cure the most obstinate
new remedy, an improvement on the
and strengthen your
laxatives of former years, as It does racking cough
The genuine is In a yellow
not gripe or nauseate and is pleasant lungs.
to take. It Is guaranteed. For sale package. For sale at the Ireland
Pharmacy.
at the Ireland Pharmacy.
This Is Worth Remembering
The public is showing its appreclu
Whenever you have a cough or
tiou of the attractive circulars sent
out by the New Mexican Printing cold, just remember that Foley's
i
Honey and Tar will cure it. Do not
Company. In regrd to rubber sta.npa risk
your health by taking any but
Ietter heans, bill heads, note heads,
the genuine. It Is In a yellow packButchers' shipping certlricates, such
IB
envelopes, of all sIzpr printed and sola
age. For sale at the Ireland
as
are
required by law, printed In
by thi New Mexican Printing Company at low rates and in quantities t blank form by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
suit purchaser.
For Catarrh, let me send you free,
to prove merit, a Trial size Box
When in need of anything on earth, just
of Dr.
try a New Mexican want ad. It will a snowShoop's Catarrh Remedy. It is
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Marager.
white creamy, healing antlsep-ticEntirely
positively bring result.!.
balm that gives Instant relief to
Catarrh of the nose and throat. Make
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certifi- the free test
of
and see. Address Dr.
cates for sale by the New Mexican
Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Large jars f,ft
Printing Company.
The
cents. Sold by Fischer Drug
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certlfl
cates for sale by the New Mexican
GIVEN UP TO DIE.
BENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
Printing Company.
B. Spiegel, 1201 N. Virginia St.
ts
Bosiness of
Evansville, Ind., writes:
"For over
Attended to.
PROPOSALS FOIt BRICK DORMITO- - Y five
years I wa3 troubled with kidDepartment of the Interior, Office of Indian
and
bladder affections which
Altairs, YVnshngton. 1). C.,
ney
7
StSALKD PROPOSALS,
ma,'ted ou caused me muca
New Model
pain and worry. I
the outside nf the sealed plainly
'I'.oima-aenvelope
for Dormitory at Santa Ve rchonl,
lost flesh and was all run down, and
-Mexico, and addressed to the Commissioner a
year ago had to abandon work en
S! 11
Aff"1, will be received at the Indian )mc8 until 2 o'clock p. m. of March 21 tirely. I had three of the best physi197. for furnishing and delivering the
y
cians who did me no good and I was
material and labor required to
and complete a brick dormltury with practically given ud to die. Foievs
Uluinbiiiir, steam heat and electric llelit-in- s
at the Santa Fe School, New Mexico, in Kidney Cure was recommended aid
Absolutely Reliable, Always,
1 nne
eni
strict accordance with plans, speoiflontions,
the first bottle gave me great relief,
,
nnd instruction to bidders which may be exto
and
after
183 Palae AvonM.
(flre t0
the second bottle I
.:,
amined at th a ..Hi,,..
taking
hi..
Wyckoff, Scamans & Benedict prov. ment Bulletin,"
dis- Pueblo
Lthe.
Minneapolis Minn , was entirely cured." Why not let
which pro- 327 BresoV.v. V,.. Xai
For sale at the Ireland
,7 aer(inaers,-- -"
cas uu luuiitu was sunea in one or
Win.. !...
Santa Kp. N. M
JUI.S.L.JI
T'Tiqi...
u,,i.i
rolo . Itiii'ilers and 'I radem' 'Exchanges." i
the cells. The warriors who retreated
:
Omaha. Neb., .St. mil. Ailnii.. v.iimaiolit '
I
from the outer defense, seeing the
CN SELL
.
...
v., v.n,u U'"hl V.O TTIL11
""'-UU
11UU
Your Real Estate or Butlncta
it does!
Then try Dr. Shoop's place Invested, forsook Its occupants
Mr
Chicago,
Nw Matter Where Located
and fled through the timber and shrub-- ,
and at the School. For further information Heaitn uonee.
"Hsalth Coffee" is a
V,
Properties and Business of all kindn V,M. V,
".i r.iniiau, supt.. Santa Fe. N clever combination of parched cereals bery, hotly pursued for a while, al-- '
C h. I.ARRABBii,AoliiigCommi8slouer
sold quickly for
sh in all parts of
in the darkness and under
Washington. I. C,
and nuts. Not a grain of real Coffee,
St tes. Don't wait. Writ to
er
the. trees and rocka wltho,,t
remember, in Dr. shoop's Health Cof'i
day describing what you have to el
uva"'
its
flavor
fee,
taste
and
yet
matches
sun,se tu
and give cash price on same.
old Java and Mocha Coffee, K w?a wo"' thlrteen of its defenders,
closely
IF YO
WANT TO BUY
who
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
rlfuse1 to B've themselves up,
your stomach, heart, or kidneys can't
were
iny kind of Cusiness or Real Estat
Io3s
80
the
that
shot'
on
whole
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
iMARVELWhirlingSpray
stand
Coffee, try Health Coffee. It Is
anywhere, at any price, write me youi
new Vaelnnl fcyrinn.
tne side of the Queres amounted lo
1
cH-fwholesome nonriahinon.t ennui,,,.
luL.M
I
Pueblo is "Via the
can save you time
requirements.
lent, it cleaitBt'l
It's nice even for the' youngest child. twenty'one mei only- - The sPan- and money.
umautiy.
imua uu u icw men uruiseu Dy rociis
Sold by Cartwright-Davi- s
Company.
A3Kyowdrn3frltforll
DAVID P. TAFF,
and four slightly wounded during the
It ne canti'it
.umiiv tl
nn
II V - I .
THE LAND MAN.
hut ... nl BlHittr. f,,r
When in need ot anything on earth, attack upon the pueblo, but they capI'UiBtratM
It Rites
415 Kantat .venue,
a New Mexican want ad. It will tured three hundred and forty-onami ilirni'tlinia tn- fill imrtlmihirN
try
,
TOPEKA.
KANftAA i ilium,.-- tr, IndtM. MAtiVKI, CO.
women and children, seventy head of
Ku.tlllld street.
YOUk.
positively bring results.
Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
horses, nine hundred head of sheep
San Joan country of Colorado.
and found in the pueblo considerable
stores of corn In ears. The latter es
For information as to rLles, train service, desto them, and
pecially was a
literature, etc., call on or address
criptive
Vargas, at once proceeded to have It
shelled by the captives on the top of
V. H. McBRIDE,
S, K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A,
Agent
the Potrero. As fast as a number of
Denver, Colo
Santa Fa, N. M.
loads were ready, he dispatched them
with a small escort to his famished
people at Santa Fe. The horses he
turned over to his Indian allies in
comDensatlon of their valuable ser
vices and because part of the stock
had belonged to them originally.
tickets on sale daily March 1 to April 30. '
It la a well established fact in InFree chair cars.
dian warfare that the capture of the
Tourist sleepers (small extra charge.)
women and children usually brings to
terms the remainder of a tribe. RePersonally conducted parties
upon this, Vargas did not hesilying
Free-G. H. DONART,
tate to reduce the force with which
Agent.
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.
"The Earth."
Tha Atchison, Topeka 4 Santa Fe
he remained yet on the Potrero to
R'y.
"San Joaquin Valley."
Santa Fe, N. M- thirty-simen, having sent, off the In"Free TJ. S. Government Lands."
bring;
dian auxiliaries already on the same
m
an

Cause of Stomach Troubles.
When a man has tr able with his
slcmiach you may know that he Is eating more than he should or ot some
article of food or drink not suited to
his age or occupation, or that his bowels are habitually constipated. Take
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
Tablets to regulate the bowels and
improve the digestion and see if the
trouble does not disappear. Ask for a
fre sample. Sold by all druggists.
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SHORT STORY
Elcn it 31 milti Kuth of Albuqusrqm,

Among Beet
Short Story Writer of the Day,
All Art Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining,

pedal ly Selected

From

N. M.,

ii the

june-tio-

Cl
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4
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galmtoi
point Eut to Saa Francisco, Lot Angeles, II Pate
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By JAMES

Copyright,

i!h tlxHS feet, laid

itnwti, with alleys 10 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

shade
C.

residence lota,

oat with broad 10 and

JOHNSON.

1900, by E.
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1,000

at Poker!
Parcells.

treei;

ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

of the Main Line of the Santa Pc System

Old Mexico.

A Hand

Ftitcrc Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Helen Cut-of- f

70-fo- ot

public school home, coating $16,000; church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,600 people; lateral large mercantile establishments ; the 3elen Patent Boil-
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LIMITED

EXPRESS,

TRAINS OF THE SANTA

FREIGHT

AND

MAIL

Ft

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO

WILL GO

11113,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered ara in the center of the city,,
ed (many of them improved by
We aeed

gravel.

i Int

;

claai bakery, tailor

well

no

mi

ko,

house, jeweler, plumbing ihoj,, planing mill, con tad

yard, drug store, harness ihop, etc., etc.,
modern hotsl.

gral

aie I tts

Oi

ikoe
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Oar prices of lots an low and terai oi easy giymeati;
At the age of twenty Thomas Apd
title perfect ; warranty deed.
i,
purchase money,
er Mill, capacity 150 btrreh daily; large winery; three
pleby, Jr., was generally referred to
as "Soft Tommy." . While his father,
Two-thirwith
cash.
or
rercak
note,
Belen
may
ii the largest shipping point
aongSf sereetanranU, etc.,
who was one of the largest railroad
contractors In the country, was known
for wool, flour, wheat, wino, beam and hay in Central New
curity, for one year, with per cost, iaterwt iasMwu
as a level headed man, his only son,
U ?
k) b item
Apply at ,nce for maj aad
Mexico. Iti importance at a great commercial railroad
Tommy, was playing "going to colrOM BICKER "iwdtafc,
a
fool
of
himself
to
and
ike
ehoiceit
making
lege"
ita,
city is the aeai fttwra eauiti be w.tuuttl.
whenever occasion offered. A compilaEm
tion of the Idiotic things Tommy did
lu tlio course of two years would make
n small volume of statistics.
He got
drunk, be bet on horses, he played poker, he fell In love with his laundress,
be got Into Jail, he ran himself and
his father Into debt to the tune of thousands. As n wlndup he fell In love
with a chorus girl at a New York theater, went on a drunk lasting two
hibit the marks of the conflagration pear disguised as crows, the male
weeks and was disgracefully expelled toued to his vaporing and saw ths SECOND PUEBLO
s
REBELLION IN 1694, and Mill contain lumps of charred sourcerers as
His old man stopped gamblers fleecing bini at every hand,
and
from colleso.
corn. With the captured stores and wood peckers. They alight upon the
(Cotlnued From Page Six.)
building the Colorado Midland long and she said to herself:
the nine hundred nead of sheep, Var- trees and shrubs about the cave and
1 used to
enough to come east and bribe the
get about a hundred dol
entered Santa Fe again on the croak and cackle, shriek and scream,
ononis girl to let go, pay up Tommy's lars a day out of Tommy when he was
gas
X
sbm
Xq
np
25th of April, where he found the in- so long until the rock opens and redebts, talk to Ulm In vigorous Eng- - struck ou me, but these sharpers aro inaas pasBejouj jaqijnj
u
jo Suueaj buj pun 'oiqand oip
lisu and then take him west to fill doing a heap belter. If he was born
habitants much exercised over an at- veals a brilliantly lighted cavern.
JiaBuiiu. peaapjsuoD en
some unimportant position where he without bruins it's not my fault, and ajes Xnoajjed
tempted surprise of the place by the Then the animal mask is dropped, the
oo
uauia3tiSua
nir
aoBjd
aq;
top
could keep an eye on him.
yet 1 feel sorry Cor that little wife of appearance of an Indian from San Tehuas. The latter had fallen upon sorcerers and witches assume their
Tommy's halcyon days were over. his, This is all new on her. She Is In Marcos who pretended to have been the outskirts of the town on the 17th human shapes, less the eyes, which
He had to knuckle down and be good, ber stateroom crying her eyes out when sent to him with a
message of peace of April and thus created considerable they have left at home, carefully conlu the cotir.se of two years he" became
wife of spunk would be in here rais and submission from the defeated, apprehension,
though small actual cealed in some sacrificial urn or jar,
so good and so seusible that he was ing old Ned. lt'fi none of my business, in
and enter the cavern, where the mas--TO
was a spy, loss.
that
messenger
reality,
permitted to go enst and marry the aud yet 1 can't help but feel sorry for sent to reconnolter the strength of the
The capture of the Potrero Viejo, ter of all their evil doings Is waiting
locomotive
with
of
a
builder,
daughter
ber. It's no. use to go and speak to ber.
and find out what dispo- though a striking feat from a military for them. Tho solitary wanderer who
whom he had become acquainted while for she's one of the weeping, helpless Spaniards
were taking for the fu- standpoint, did not by any means has lost, his way in these deserted
sitions
they
west.
It sort. What Is wanted is something to
she was making a tour of the
must be remembered that bring the Queres to terms at once. places, hears the din of their carousture.
It
was conceded on all sides that Tommy give Tommy a jar."
atti- als until the hours of daybreak, when
nearly all the warriors had escaped, They persisted In their hostile
was no longer "soft." Ho had become
few minutes later the porter of the
the the meeting breaks up, crows and
But
months
several
tude
for
yet.
twenty-onlost
of
them
having
interested in his father's work, been sleeping car came Into the smoker and only
and mag Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasirg Wells
lives In the combat, and among offensive power of the tribe was
their
Fargo
looked
was
he
and
a
given partnership,
whispered to Tommy that his wile the "Chusma" (as the
broken and the villages of San Felipe, pies cover the tree tops again for a
DOMESTIC
MONEY
in
the business wanted to see him. At that the gam
TRAVELERS'
ORDERS,
upon as a coming man
till
at
rid
short
were
and
hereafter
last they fly away,
Cia
while,
male sex was only rep- Santa Ana
of constructing and outfitting railroads. blers sneered and Tommy swore. lie are called) the
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
resented by aged people and small ot the annoyances to which they had each toward his or her home, there
Tommy and his bride were to "do" sent back word that he would come
taken been subjected. Still, they continued to sleep for the remainder of the day.
the east and then bring up lu their fu- when he got ready and continued his boys. This Vargas should have
United States, Csr.acfa, lVcxicci
Among the many stories connected Payable Throughout the
Into consideration. He should also to remain in arms as allies of the
ture home In Deliver, and everything play. The
girl went back have reflected that it was but a days Jemez for a certain length of time. witn this place, there Is one of an Inand all Foreign Countries
went according to programme until lu his place, anil when the stateroom
It was only late in the fall of the year dian hunter whose wife was a particto the Tehuas of San
they headed for the west. Then Tom- door opened at her knock she said to Journey
REMITTANCES
SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
and that the Navahos and 1694, after the last stronghold of the ular successful witch. On a certain
my; received word to bring along a the anxious mid weeping bride:
Bhe
to
a
occasion
of
San
rid
devised
Besa
Black
the
But
get
plan
not
either.
far
were
insurgents,
away
Bum of money from Wall street. The
Your husband Is drinking and gam Jemez
had yielded to the Spanish of her husband, as he took no part in
fact that he had $50,000 buttoned up bling In the car ahead. Are you woman the Spanish commander had one greatIn
power, that Cochlti was reoccupied by her evil doings. The plan failed
behind bis coat caused a relapse from enough to walk In there and fetch him defect, which was,
The same happened through the faithfulness of tho man
the result of his own success, to which its Inhabitants.
virtue on Tommy's part. He became out?"
who had been engaged to perform the
must be added the other one with Santo Domingo.
defect
"soft" again. He drank and swa
wife.
no!"
the
"Mercy,
gaaped
Since the events of 1694, the Pot-re- crime and whom the witch, for that
towards the In- gered and told everybody what a big
"Then don't 'make a fool of yourself of too great leniency
Viejo has ceased to be a place of purpose, transformed into a deer. In
man he was In the Colorado Midland, by sending messages. I know your rtlnns nnd excessive faith In their
and soon after leaving Ashley on his Tommy of old. He's soft in the head promises. These weak points of Var- refuge for the Queres of Cochlti. In place of killing the husband he killed
home coming be fell into the hands ol' and I don't believe he'll ever get over gas' character show themselves In 1728 that tribe made an attempt at the one whom had concocted the
the Philistines. Three thieves and a It. You are only a baby wife, and your every part of his career, and often to revolt, abandoning Its village on the scheme, together with the faithless
final result of the advengambler had, spotted him and were mother 'ought to have kept hold of one the greatest detriment of his other- Rio Grande and retiring Into the spouse. The
after his money. They didn't care how end of the string. Dou't sob and wriu wise very Judicious and ably executed mountains with hostile Intentions. ture was that the witch was discover
But no part of the extensive mesa of ed and killed, and the pueblo was rethey got hold of It, but after awhile your hands Unit way. I'm. going back enterprises.
of
Potrero was occupied by them on that lieved from an imaginary danger
found that the game of poker would be to watch the game and save your Tom21st
Vargas
April,
On the
day
renders double the
the easiest way. When Tommy began my. He'll probably come along lu the was still on the Potrero with not more occasion. The governor of New Mex- which the Indians dread more than
armed
Spaniards, ico, Don Juan Domingo de Bustamante, any real source of injury,
drinking he became obstinate, and, course of an hour and dump himself than thlrty-slleaving his tearful bride in the parlor down on the floor.' I may come later. awaiting the return of the escorts prevailed upon the dissatisfied Pucar, he took a hand In the game start
''But 1 dou't understand," protested with empty pack horses In order to eblos to return and thus settled the
HOTEL ARRIVALS
ed elsewhere for his particular benefit. the bride as she struggled with her pvftc.natH the nueblo completely. The affair without bloodshed. The cause
one
been
was
Then the chorus girl made her en sobs.
a
had
of that outbreak
singular
caotured stores remaining
trance. She had let go of Tommy for
"There's no need for you to. Just re stored in the Estufas, the prisoners and deserves to be recorded here, as
Palace.
in
Mm
good. She had never eared for
main right here and leave the rest to were confined In the houses, but with illustrative of the customs and manWill C, Barnes, Las Vegas; Dr. W.
went ner of thought of the Indians.
a sentimental way. She had drifted me."
The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
F. Fish, Albuquerque; H. B. McDononly a few guards, so that they
from the chorus In New York to the
A fearful epidemic broke out in the ald, Hlllsboro, Texas; W. W. Phillips,
"And who are yon?"
in and out very much as they pieasea
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
vaudeville in n western town of hard
"Nolmdy or nothing."
The majority of the Spaniards had di villages of Jemez, Cochlti and Santo Seattle, Washington; Lee Bernstein, of better
on
from
return
was
her
and
grades of printing and binding caters particularly o
repute
When the woman returned to the vested themselves of their military ac Domingo In the month of December, Kansas City; C. K. Avery, Chicago;
trip to Chicago when she ran across smoker Tommy had lost all his own coutrements and were loitering about 1727. In a very short time hundreds William A. Buddecke, Las Vegas; W. people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little
Tommy and bis wife. Her first emo
does not claim to be the cheapest in tto
money and had broken Into what he unarmed, whlllng away the warm of their Inhabitants fell victims to the C, Jones, B. Webb, .1. Cowen, Kansas better than the average
tions were those of jealousy, to think was carrying to his father. He was
hours of a beautiful spring afternoon. plague. The dismay was as great as
Walter O'Brien, Aubuquerque; Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
that he had married, and she thirsted as dougli In the hands of the sharpers. a little after noon time, a furious war- - the distress, and New Mexico was so City;
U. R. Larkin, East Las Vegas; W. C.
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
for revenge against the child faced In five huuds he lost ?2,000. Then the
aroused them to the sense of. poorly supplied with medical aid that Marshall, Denver; John N. Starr,
bride. Then she reasoned that she woman stepped to his side and took whoop
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ed unfavorably, recom men ding a sub
stitute for House Bill Number 74, an
act for the Improvement of the Rio
Grande and making appropriations
similar to those in the appropriation
bill. The report was adopted. The
substitute bill was read the first and
second time by title and in full on
Its third reading
and passed
by a viva voce vote. The original bill was tabled by a vote of the
House on motion of Mr. Holt. Upon
motion of M- Holt the House then
took a recess of twenty minutes.
At 9:45 o'clock the House was called to order by Speaker Baca. A mesresage from the Council was
ceived announcing the passage of the
following measures:
House Joint Resolution Number G,
relative to the Old Palace In Santa
Fe; House Bill Number 178, an act to
abolish tne office of public printer,
etc., with amendments; House Bill
Number 22C, relative to old court
house property in Colfax County;
House Substitute for House Bill Number 31, relative to classification
ot
counties for salary purposes.
Mr. Holt In a motion seconded and
carried, asked that the rules be sus
pended to take up Council Bill Num
ber 104, relative to civil procedure.
The bill was read the third time in
full and passed the House on motion
of Mr. Gallegos by viva voce vote.
Council Bill Number 111, an act for
Ihe relief of various counties relative
to delinquent taxes, was taken up in
the same manner, read the third tlme'j
and passed the House by viva voce
vote.
Council Bill Number 120, an act for
the
cf W. E. Martin
etc.,, was taken up as were the two
preceding bills, read the third time
n full and passed the House by vitfa
voce vote.
Mr. Holt moved that the rules be
further suspended and that the House
take up House Bill Number 178, an
act to abolish the office of public
printer, etc., for the purpose of con
sidering the Council amendments
This motion prevailed. The amend
ments were read and upon motion of
Mr. Holt, the House concurred there- n, thus passing the bill.
Upon motion of Mr. Holt, seconded
and carried, the House voted to reconsider the vote by which it had pre
viously passed Council Bill Number
C9, an act relative to the practice of
pharmacy. Upon motion of Mr. Holt
the bill was then tabled Indefinitely.
The House then adjourned until
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
the
At 4 o'clock this afternoon
louse had not been called to order
owing to a caucus of the Republican
members.
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city and will remain here until the
Socorro, none; Taos, none; Torrance, 8.S5.
...
end of the session of the Assembly. city or town accepting employment session. The members of the delega 15;
'
Valencia, 1.
WOOL MARKET.
Mrs. Spless Is very favorably known against said city or town with amend tion are strongly opposed to the creaThe total number of original homeThe tion of tho proposed county of Artesia
Chicago, 111., March 1G. Cattle Re
to Santa Fe society people, as she was ments, was read and adopted.
stead
entries
recorded
since
January ceipts, 300; steady. Beeves, $1.25
a resident of this city for' several amendments were read In full and out of parts of northern Eddy and 1
is 450; acres entered, 70,114. Total 6.75; cows and
a
heifers, $1.65(fj)5.25;
years before her marriage, being then adopted by vote of the House. The southern Chaves Counties. They are number of final homestead
entries, 19; stockers and feeders, $2.75(5)4.90; Tox-ana teacher in the public schools, and a amended bill was then read in full well fortified with facts and figures acres
Total
of
2,857.
number
entered,
and
passed the House by viva, voce and propose to leave no stone un
$4.004.75; calves. $5.7507.00.
fine teacher she was. She has fully
desert land entries, 22; acres entered,
.
LIVE STOCK.
to defeat the measure. Yester- 3,5G0i
recovered from a recent very severe vote.
turned
ri.u
Total
of
number
of
entries
all
me reioril ot me committee on day afternoon and today they spent
Kansas City, Mo., March 1G. Catillness and looks none the worse for
acres entered, 76,531.
the passage
of the time in interviewing and consult- kinds, 491;
tle receipts 1,000', steady;
It. Mr. and Mrs. Spless and Mrs. finance favoring
southern
House Bill Number 191, an act relaand
steers $4.50C50; southern cows $3
of
and
will
receive
Council
are
the
members
with
receiving
Bailey
ing
to
tive
an archway In the plaza of House
and feeders $3.70
4; stockers
upon the question. They produring the next few days much social
OFFICIALJflATTERS.
Fe was read and adopted. The
to stay in the fight until It Is
5.25; bulls $34.25; calves
attention, several dinners and enter- banta
pose
$37;
western fed steers $4 5.90; western
tainments being planned for them. Mr. bill was read the third time in full ended in their favor. They are: A.
and
of
Articles
passed the House by viva voce N.
Incorporation,
cows $34.50.
mer
of
Carlsbad,
Pratt,
Spiess, it will be remembered, was
The following articles of
DUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING. Day
the
of
for a umber of years, partner of the vote.
chairman
and
Sheep Receipts, none; nominally
chant
,
a
mi.
have been filed in the office of steady; muttons '$4.505.90;
iuv report or me committee on Territorial
lambs
law firm of Catron and Spiess, and
Commission;
Irrigation
thereafter moved to Las Vegas where Judiciary favoring .the passage of C. T. McLenathin, of Carlsbad, mer- Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
$7.257.75; range wethers $5.50
Las Vegas Mercantile Company 6.75; fed ewes $55.50.
Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue, Foot of Pa'w Avenue, Nights
he has attained a commanding posi House Bill Number 150, an act rela- chant and one of the oldest citizens
'
SundayTelephone No. 142.
tion among the members of the bar, tive to mining corporations which re- and in fact one of the original set Principal place of business at Las
Omaha, Neb., March 16, Cattle-Rece- ipts,
vises the present law upon the subject tlers of the town of
San
Territo
Vegas,
County.
Miguel
Western
200; unchanged.
J.
J.
and is at the top of his profession.
Boyd,
Eddy;
was read and adopted. The bill was
postmaster and merchant at Lake- - rial agent, Samuel W. Hallock, of Las steers, $3.255.25; Texan steers, $3.00
then read In full tho third time and
divld
4.25; cows and heifers, $2.254.25;
wood; T. M, Waller, merchant and Vegas. Capital stock, $50,000,
passed the House by viva voce vole. postmaster, at Lake Arthur; They are ed into five hundred shares of the par canners, $2.003.00; stockers and
The Committee on Finance reported nice
value of $100 each, commencing busi feeders, $3.005.00; calves, $3.00
8
looking men and impress one fa(Continued from Page Five.)
ness with $2,100. Object, grocery and G.50; bulls, $2.754.50.
tavorably House Bill Number 219, vorably.
REMIN6TON
relative to the improvement of public
provision business. Duration, fifty
Sheep
5,000;
strong.
Receipts,
Treasurer
Romero,
Eugenlo
County
roads by convict labor. The repori
years. Incorporators, George W. Wes- - Yearlings, $6.00G.50; wethers, $5.25
of East Las Vegas, went to his
Lucero
Francisco
y
Representative
was adopted.
O.
W.
Samuel
Hallock, Fred
6.00; ewes, $4.755.75; lambs, $6.55
of Bernalillo County, went sel,
Meadow City home this forenoon. He
TYPEWRITERS
The bill was read the third time in Montoya,
John Shank, and Hugh L.
7.75.
Into the regular Republican caucus Blood,
will return tomorrow night to watch
full and passed the House by viva
all of East Las Vegas.
1,500;
Sheep Receipts,
strong.
Swift seven- Wheeler,
and
the
legislative proceedings.
yesterday
joined
voce vote.
Savings Bank of Tlaban. Principal Sheep, $3.90G.15; lambs, $4.758.00.
teen. He is there upon the old saying
M. Starr and O. P. Byers, of
John
CO
business
at
of
Roosevelt
The
NEW MEX1CAK PfttilTB
Committee on Judiciary
reTiaban,
place
St. Louis, Mo., March 16. Wool
Pratt, Kansas, representatives of the ported favorably with amendments that it Is "better late than never" and County. Territorial Agent, Joe Sher steady, unchanged.
Pratt Mill and Elevator Company, ar- House Bill Number 209, an act rela- that while there is life there is hope. man, at Tiaban. Capital stock, 15,
Representative Holt was the sponsor
rived last night in Santa Fe. They tive to homestead
The New Mexican Printing Company
exemptions of and saw to It that his initiation came 000, divided into one hundred and fifty
left this afternoon via the Santa Fe heads of
shares of the par value of $100 each. has on hand a large supply of pads
families. The report was off in
went
Mr.
great shape.
Montoya
Central Railway for points In the
A.
Santa
Object, banking business. Duration, and tablets suitable for school work,
adopted. The amendments were read through the ordeal of
Mr.
southern part of the Territory.
riding that parand adopted. The bill as amended ticular
years. Incorporators, Langdon C. the desk, and also for lawyers and
goat without let or hindrance. fifty and John
Byers was formerly general agent at was read In full the third time and
West,
Anderson, both of merchants; good anywhere
We will
for
the Chicago, passed the House
Hutchison, Kansas,
Mountain View, Oklahoma:
sell them at five cents in book form,
Myer
voce
vote.
viva
by
&
Rock Island
Pacific Railroad.
The bill creating the County ot Gar- Rohnick, of Melrose, Joe
the passage of this bill Mr.
Sherman, W.
out of parts of San Miguel M.
There will be a meeting of Stephen Durng
Wilson, and G. W. Wilson, all of
Holt took the chair, Mr. Baca re- field
Watts Kearney Chapter, Daughters of
County, with East Las Vegas as Tiaban.
on the floor of the House.
the American Revolution, Monday af maining
seat, was defeated in the
county
The Oayton Development Company.
The
of
Committee
on
the
report
ternoon at 3 o'clock in the Old Palace.
DR. DIAZ' SANITARIUM.!
House of Representatives at yester- Principal
Finance
place of business at Dayton,
House
the
of
favoring
passage
IT DOESN'T COST ANYTHING
Mrs. Nora Delaney yesterday pur Bill
session while the bill creating
day's
Eddy County. Territorial Agent, F.
Number 24," an act appropriating
Cor. Water St. ted Qiipir Ave.
chased from William J. McPherson. of
the County of Foraker out of parts of N. Bruce, at Dayton. Capital
tt
stock
$1,000 for a road from Las Vegas to
on
Don
Union
and
Colfax
the
latter's
Counties
was
Denver,
property
TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND. VI8ITORS ARE ALWAYS
SANTA FE
NEW MEXICO
9
$25,000, divided into one thousand
Mora, was read and adopted. The bill
Gaspar Avenue which she had been was read in full the third time and passed. This was expected by those shares of the par value 'Of $25 each,
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.
a
with the situation. Unex
occupying for some time. There is
ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
Object, promoting enterprises. Dura
the House by viva voce vote. acquainted
g
seven-roothe bill creating the County tion,
modern brick house on the passed
fifty years. Incorporators, John
on pectedly
STEAM HEATED,
The
of
Committee
the
report
g
premises and several lots are included
B. Heck, F. N. Bruce, J. C. Wilson,
ALL MODERN CON VENI- 8
in the ground area. The considera
I. A. Pearce, John M. White, G. W.
House Bill Number 223, relative to the
House and rushed through to suc
tion has not been made public. The
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
ENCES
FOR
G.
SICK
William
Young,
Chisholm,
Pinnell,
condemnation of lands for corporation cessful
sale was negotiated by Attorney A.
The fate of these H. A. Van Epps, R. T. Faulkner, A. H.
raF?:igc.
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
PEOPLE.
purposes such as railroad, telephone last two bills in the Council is
7
B. Renehan and Captain Fred Muller,
very Kent, R. E. Chlpman, J. W. Frank,
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
and telegraph lines, was read and
but
de- D. C.
the
are
chances
problematical,
DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.
MEXICAN
AnMcConney, H. B. Pearson,
adopted. Several amendments recom- cidedly
PRICES:
$16 to $50 per Week.
against their passage at this nie Therneau, J. L. Edge, R. F. RogPOSTAL TELEGRAPH
mended by the Committee were read
writing.
In Advance,
OPERATORS STRIKE and
S.
Paul
E.
F.
Invariably
Payment
Howes,
A,
ers,
a
Durrnm,
adopted by a vote of the House.
FIVE SOUVENIR POSTAL CARDS FOR FIVE CENTS
Cooper, R. H. H. Burnett, Ira Mor- The bill as amended was then read
The Council Finance Committee,
New Orleans, La., March 1G. About in full and passed the House by a viva
Auditor W. G. Sargent, chairman, was
vote.
voco
sixty-twIn
of
the employ
operators
Miss
You
on in. In session today considering the ap- Thd renort f rh f!immitt
the Postal Telegraph Company here
went on a strike this morning. The diciary on House Bill Number 199, an P"Pritton bill. Quite a number of
men say it was recently announced act relative to publlo highways and, changes were made by members of the
present and the bill may
Most Popular
that there would be a general In provMIng for a road tax of three dol- ommIttee
crease of 10 per cent in their wages lars on every able bodied man, was e reported, for consideration in the
SALOON AND CLUB ROOMS IN SANTA FE
noxt- Although there
Mm
and that when the increase came it read and adopted. The bill was then pouno11
THE CURIO MAN.
MRtCHANTS' LUNCH.
full and passed the House by ls ta,k thnt tnere wU1 be an attempt
in
exread
to
men.
The
only
applied
regular
ATKINSON & ASTLER. .
Look for th Old Mexican Cart.
to hold It back for a possible pocket
San Francisco StrMt
tra men were not given an advance viva voce vot
the Executive,
The Committee on Finance report-jvetand therefore struck.
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